Idaho Falls Planning Commission

Meeting Agenda

The Planning Commission and Staff welcome you to tonight’s meeting. We appreciate and
encourage public participation. For regular agenda items, an opportunity for public comment is
provided following the staff report. However, the formality of procedures varies with the purpose and
subject of the agenda item; therefore, the Chair may exercise discretion in deciding if and when to
allow public comment during the course of the proceedings and limitations may be placed on the
time allowed for comments. Please note that City of Idaho Falls Planning Commission meetings
are live streamed at www.idahofallsidaho.gov and archived. Thank you for your interest in City
Government.

1. Call To Order:
2. Changes, Additions, Or Modifications To The Agenda.
3. Minutes:
3.I. No Meeting Minutes
4. Public Hearing(S):
4.I. RZON18-006: REZONE

Comp Plan Amend Low Density to Commercial/Higher Density
Residential/Industrial. Generally south of N Yellowstone Hwy., west of N 25th E,
North of Kearney St., and east of N Woodruff Ave.
Documents:
STAFF REPORT PACKET.PDF
4.II. ANNX18-009: ANNEXATION/INITIAL ZONING OF RMH, R1, P AND HC

M&B: 89.5 acres Section 9&16, T 2N, R 38E. Lincoln Road Area City
Initiated. Generally south of N Yellowstone Hwy., west of N 25th E, North of
Kearney St., and east of N Woodruff Ave.
Documents:
PC PACKET.PDF
4.III. RZON18-007: REZONE

M&B: 7.744 Acres Heritage HIlls 3 R&D to R1. Generally south of
Independence Dr., west of N 5th W, north of W 33rd N and east of the Snake
River.
Documents:
FINAL STAFF REPORT.PDF
4.IV. RZON18-009: AMENDMENT TO SIGN CODE

Amendments to the City Sign Code, including Sections 7-9-10E: Permit
Submittals, 7-9-12: Definitions, 7-9-41: Portable Sign, 7-9-43: Electronic
Message Center Signs and Changeable Copy, 7-9-47F: Projection signs and
awning signs in the CC zone, 7-9-49: Billboard Signs and
Tables 1-7

Amendments to the City Sign Code, including Sections 7-9-10E: Permit
Submittals, 7-9-12: Definitions, 7-9-41: Portable Sign, 7-9-43: Electronic
Message Center Signs and Changeable Copy, 7-9-47F: Projection signs and
awning signs in the CC zone, 7-9-49: Billboard Signs and
Tables 1-7
Documents:
FINAL STAFF REPORT.PDF
4.V. RZON18-008: ZONING ORDINANCE CHANGES

Amendments to the Comprehensive Zoning Ordinance, including Sections 11-2-4:
Allowed Uses In Commercial Zones, 11-2-5: Allowed Uses in Industrial & Special
Purpose Zones, 11-2-6N: Dwelling, Accessory Unit, 11-3-4: Standards for
Residential Zones, 11-5-1: PT Planned Transition Zone and 11-7-1: Definitions
Documents:
FINAL STAFF REPORT.PDF
4.VI. RZON18-010: FORM BASED CODE CHANGES

Amendments to the Form Based Code including Sections 5.1.4(1.c): Ground Story
Transparency, 5.3: Storefront Buildings, 5.4: General Stoop Buildings and 9.1: Sign
General Requirements.
Documents:
FINAL STAFF REPORT.PDF
5. Business:
5.I. ANNX18-007: ANNEXATION/INITIAL ZONING

Generally south of Independence Dr., west of N 5th W, north of W 33rd N and east
of the Snake River.
Documents:
PC PACKET.PDF
5.II. ANNX18-008: ANNEXATION/INITIAL ZONING OF R1

Generally south of Independence Dr., west of N 5th W, north of W 33rd N and east
of the Snake River.
Documents:
PC PACKET.PDF
5.III. PLAT18-016: FINAL PLAT

Generally south of Independence Dr., west of N 5th W, north of W 33rd N and east
of the Snake River.
Documents:
PC PACKET.PDF
6. Miscellaneous:

Public hearing items are subject to change. If you have interest in a specific item, please contact
the Planning Office at 612-8799. Staff reports are available by 3:00 p.m. the Friday prior to the
public hearing. If you wish to receive a copy of the staff report, please call 612-8799 after 3:00 p.m.

6. Miscellaneous:

Public hearing items are subject to change. If you have interest in a specific item, please contact
the Planning Office at 612-8799. Staff reports are available by 3:00 p.m. the Friday prior to the
public hearing. If you wish to receive a copy of the staff report, please call 612-8799 after 3:00 p.m.
or email [email protected] If you need communication aids or services or other physical
accommodations to participate or access this meeting or program of the City of Idaho Falls, you
may contact Kerry Beutler at 612-8799 or the Grants Administrator, Lisa Farris at 612-8323 and
every effort will be made to adequately meet your needs.

IDAHO FALLS PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION
STAFF REPORT
Comprehensive Plan Amendment from Low Density, Higher Density, and
Highway Related Industrial to Commercial, Higher Density, and Industrial
Generally south of N. Yellowstone, west of N. 25th East, north of Kearney Street,
and east of N. Woodruff Avenue

Applicant: City of Idaho

Falls
Location: Generally south

of North Yellowstone, west
of N. 25th East, north of
Kearney St., and east of N.
Woodruff Ave.
Size: Approximately 295
acres
Existing Designations:
Highway related industrial,
low density residential, and
higher density residential
Proposed Designations:
Commercial, Higher
Density Residential, and
Highway Related Industrial
Existing Land Uses:
Site: Commercial,
mobile/manufactured
homes, vacant
North: Vacant, industrial,
commercial
South: Vacant, single-unit
residential
East: Vacant,
commercial, singleunit residential
West: Commercial,
industrial, vacant
Attachments:
1. Comprehensive plan
policies
2. Maps and aerial photos

Community
Development
Services

Requested Action: To recommend to the Mayor and City Council
approval of a Comprehensive Plan Amendment from Low Density
and Higher Density Residential and Highway Related Industrial, to
Commercial, Higher Density Residential, and Highway Related
Industrial for approximately 295 acres located generally south of

North Yellowstone, west of N. 25th East, north of Kearney St.,
and east of N. Woodruff Ave.
Staff Comments: There are three primary drivers of this proposed
comprehensive plan change. First is a city-initiated annexation
being proposed in this area. Second is the recent area of impact
discussions held with Bonneville County. Third are two Category
A annexations being requested in the area.

The city initiated annexation proposes an RMH zone and LC
or HC zoning. This is based on existing land uses on the sites
which include mobile and manucatured homes, storage units,
and land owned by the same individual as the storage units.
The comprehensive plan amendment is necessary to
accommodate those zones.
During the area of impact discussions, the City and County
Planning and Zoning Commissions agreed on the following
language: “Idaho Falls should amend its Comprehensive Plan
in the area along Lincoln Road, generally between 15th East
and 25th East to match the Bonneville County’s designation.”
This proposal does not match the County’s plan exactly, but
the differences are due to existing land uses as noted above.
The County’s plan essentially shows the entire area as
commercial. This proposal includes the Higher Density
Residential and Highway Related Industrial.
The Category A annexations include two parcels. One has
established commercial uses. The other is a vacant parcel on
the corner of Hitt Road and Lincoln Road. Changing the
designations on these parcels to Commercial is consistent with
the principles and polices of the Comprehensive Plan
(Commentary and Staff Recommendation Continued on next
page)
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Staff concurs with the idea of amending the comprehensive plan on the eastern portion of the
area at the intersection of Hitt and Lincoln Roads, the commercial just to the west of the
intersection, the mobile/manufactured home areas, and the addition of the highway related
industrial on the north. However, as stated during the area of impact discussions, staff does not
concur with the change to commercial west of the mobile/manufactured homes. There are
already approximately 450 acres of commercial designation in the immediate area and this
change would add approximately an additional 100 acres. For a total of approximately 550
acres. For comparison purposes, existing developed commercial acreages are listed below:
Site
Walmart (Ammon)
Grand Teton Mall
Toys R Us and strip malls to the west
Channing Way corridor including theater, all
businesses and offices, EIRMC, Mountain
View, Sagewood strip mall, and Best Buy
shopping center
Commercial corridor in Ammon including
Albertsons, Target, Edwards Theater, and
Kohl’s
Sandcreek Commons
Total

Approximate Acreage
42
60
23
188

80

43
436

Recent listings for commercial property in Idaho Falls provided by TOK Real Estate show a 13%
vacancy rate for retail property. Based on this information, staff recommends not modifying the
comprehensive plan west of Pinewood Estates at the present time. If and when a development is
proposed for that area that requires a comprehensive plan change, the Commission should
consider the request at that time.
Staff Recommendation: Although this recommendation is somewhat in conflict with the draft
area of impact agreement, staff recommends approval of the Comprehensive Plan amendment as
shown on an attached map labeled “Staff Recommended Change.” This recommendation
reduces the amount of commercial designation and leaving the Low Density Residential.

Comprehensive Plan Policies
Low Density Residential: Single family homes on individual lots at a density of 7 units or less
per net acre. This area may include detached homes or homes which share a common wall, open
space, or other common facilities.
Higher Density Residential: Homes, apartments, and condominiums developed at densities of 8
to 35 units per acre.
Commercial: Retail shops, restaurants, and offices.
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Highway Related Industrial: Manufacturing plants, warehousing-distribution, and limited
offices which utilize trucking extensively and need to be near major highways.
To reduce land use conflicts, existing land uses are recognized as starting points for future
land use patterns. (pg. 66)
Low density residential is development at densities of seven dwelling units or less per net
acre. Most of the lands within the future land use map are designated low density residential.
This reflects the existing pattern of development of Idaho Falls. Until the market dictates such
lands are to be developed and annexed to the City, the goal is the land will be used for
agricultural purposes, its historic land use. (pg. 66)
Higher density housing such as apartments are adjacent to collector and arterial streets.
Neighborhoods should contain a variety of housing types and, with good site planning
apartments and townhouses can be near arterial streets, be directly served by collector streets and
provide an opportunity for all residents of the City to have housing which meets their needs. (pg.
66)
Residential lots adjacent to arterial streets shall have reverse frontage and deeper lots than
typical lots within the subdivision. Such lots shall have larger rear yard, or side yard
setbacks, if applicable.
The zoning ordinance should be modified to require greater setbacks from arterial streets on
residential properties. The subdivision ordinance should be modified to require a landscape
buffer and uniform fencing along arterial streets. This buffer should be maintained by a
homeowners’ association. (pg. 41)
Limited neighborhood services shall be provided at the intersection of arterial streets and
collector streets. Access to such services shall only be from collectors.
Convenience stores, dry cleaners, and other small retail stores designed to serve the immediate
neighborhood should be located at an entrance of the neighborhood to be served by such
development. (pg. 41)
Arterial corners shall support higher density housing, quasi-public services, or
community/neighborhood commercial services.
Lots at the corners shall be of sufficient size to assure any access to the arterial, if permitted,
shall be in accordance with the guidelines of 2012 Updated Access Management Plan prepared
by the Bonneville Metropolitan Planning Organization. (pg. 41)
Higher density housing should be located closer to service areas and those streets designed
to move traffic, such as arterial streets and collectors, with access only to the collector
street.
Apartments and townhouses are located adjacent to arterial and collector streets for two reasons.
Larger lots necessary for higher density housing offer opportunities for building layout, setbacks,
and buffering with berms and fences to minimize the impact of street noise. If apartments and
townhouses are located close to arterial streets, traffic from apartments will not move through
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neighborhoods. However, higher density housing should still be clustered: it should not be used
to line arterial streets. Page 42
Cluster community commercial centers and highway commercial rather than encourage
strip commercial along arterial streets.
Strip commercial development reduces the traffic carrying capacity of arterial streets, encourages
both commercial and residential property to deteriorate, scatters commercial services, and
requires more parking facilities. Page 48
Buffer commercial development, including services, from adjacent residential
development.
We were told by many people commercial development should be buffered from adjacent
residential development. Allowing commercial development, especially neighborhood centers,
adjacent to residential development moves us toward our goal of a convenient city -- one in
which walking and biking are reasonable alternatives -- but it does require careful attention to
buffering. Our present regulations only address buffering parking lots from residential uses,
unless a change of land use occurs under the Planned Transition Zone. We need to develop
regulations shielding residences from the noise, light, and traffic generated by commercial uses.
Such regulations should address buffering under different situations. For example, residential
uses across the street from commercial properties will benefit from perimeter landscaping,
buildings towards the front of the lot, and parking in the rear. Residential uses in the rear of
commercial properties will benefit from parking areas in the front of the lot, buildings to the rear,
and landscaping and fencing in the rear of the lot. Page 49
As first discussed in the Sunnyside Corridor Study, which was a policy statement of the
Comprehensive Plan from 1987 to 2000, land use and site planning policies adjacent to
arterial streets should maintain the function of an arterial street which is to move traffic
streams efficiently. A majority of land use adjacent to arterial streets should be
predominantly residential properties with reverse frontage and lots deep enough for a
substantial yard adjacent to the arterial street.
As discussed below, commercial development and employment centers are needed to serve
residential areas; however, they should be developed as nodes, not strips, adjacent to arterial
streets and on the perimeter of residential neighborhoods. Page 67
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IDAHO FALLS PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION
STAFF REPORT
Annexation and Initial Zoning of RMH, R1, P and HC
M&B: Approximately 89.5 Acres, Sections 9 & 16, T 2N, R 38E
June 19, 2018
Applicant: City of Idaho
Falls
Location: Generally south
of N Yellowstone Hwy.,
west of N 25th E, North of
Kearney St., and east of N
Woodruff Ave.
Size: Approx. 89.5 acres
Existing Zoning:
Site: County C-2, M-H,
R-1
North: County RA-1, C-2
South: County RA-1,
City LC
East: County C-2
West: County R-1, RA-1
Proposed Zoning:
HC, RMH, R1, P
Existing Land Uses:
Site:
Commercial,
Residential, Park
North: Agricultural
South: Agricultural
East:
Commercial
West: Agricultural
Future Land Use Map:
Low-Density Residential (a
change is under
consideration to
Commercial, Higher
Density, Industrial)
Attachments:
1. Maps
2. Aerial photos
3. Annexation Plan
4. Subdivision Plats in
the area

Community Development
Services

Requested Action: To recommend to the Mayor and City Council annexation and
initial zoning of RMH, R1, P and HC for M&B: Approximately 89.5 Acres, Sections 9
& 16, T 2N, R 38E.
Staff Recommendation: Staff recommends approval of the annexation and
recommends an initial zoning of RMH, R1, P and HC as identified because the parcels
are associated with outside user agreements, receive services, are within the area of
impact and will allow the orderly development and efficient, equitable and economical
delivery of municipal services within the urbanizing area.
History: In early 2014 staff was directed to study the effects of the city’s past policy to
extend utilities outside city limits. Staff found that approximately 300 properties
receive city services outside city limits. Some of these properties have agreements to
annex once contiguous, but annexation has not occurred as those properties became
eligible. In consultation with staff, the City Council adopted a policy to annex eligible
properties receiving services and to begin with Category “A” annexations. The city has
since been systematically processing annexations for these parcels. With exception of
Lincoln Park, a city owned parcel the other properties are associated with an agreement
for city services.
Annexation: This area is being considered for annexation because it is part of the 300
properties that were initially identified as having city services or agreements for
services. This area became contiguous and eligible for annexation in May of this year
as the result of an annexation that took place to the south and west.
Additionally, property owners to the northeast of this area have approached the city and
requested annexation in order to take advantage of city utilities existing within Lincoln
Road. These properties would otherwise not be contiguous to city limits and would not
be eligible for annexation. State Statute 50-222 declares and determines that it is the
policy of the State of Idaho that cities should be able to annex lands which are
reasonably necessary to assure the orderly development of cities to allow efficient and
economically viable provision of tax-supported services, to enable the orderly
development of private lands which benefit from the cost-effective availability of
municipal services in urbanizing areas and to equitably allocate the cost of services in
management of development on the urban fringe.
The city’s comprehensive plan also encourages development in areas served by public
utilities or where extensions of facilities are least costly. Water and sewer mains are
already present in Lincoln Road and have provided service in this area since the early
80’s. Since the city modified its policy regarding extending services outside city limits
this area has seen slow growth because of the difficulty for properties to become
contiguous and be eligible for annexation.
(Continued Next Page)
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Previously the city has been initiating, as part of its annexation policy, the annexation of parcels which
are enclaved or surrounded by the city. This area is not yet enclaved and has only just become contiguous
recently. Staff is recommending being proactive in pursuing annexation because the parcels are
associated with outside user agreements, receive services, are within the area of impact and will allow the
orderly development and efficient, equitable and economical delivery of municipal services within the
urbanizing area. Part of the city’s reasoning in implementing a policy which does not allow for the
extension of services outside city limits is because it discourages orderly growth and allows for leapfrog
development and the creation of urban islands within undeveloped areas of the county. This development
is created at great expense to both the property owner and the city for long term maintenance. It creates
inequities and inefficiencies in the delivery of services. If the city were to delay in seeking annexation
until this area was enclaved it would result in the expansion of the urban island in the county, while
delaying and preventing development within the city. Property owners and the city would be exposed to
additional costs in seeking annexation at a later date.
Annexation will also allow Lincoln Park, a city owned and maintained park into the city limits. This also
adds to the efficient delivery of municipal services.
This is a Category “B” annexation. A Category “B” annexation requires the preparation and publication
of an annexation plan (attached) as well as a public hearing. Properties can be classified as a Category
“B” annexation when the area is contiguous or adjacent to the city and is within the city’s area of impact.
The properties are contiguous at the southwest corner. State statute does not allow the city to annex land
only by a shoestring or strip of land which comprises a railroad or highway right-of-way. It’s not
uncommon for properties to only be contiguous at a single point and there are multiple examples of this in
the city. The properties are within the city’s area of impact, refer to the attached zoning map.
Properties are also eligible for a Category “B” annexation when the properties have been subdivided into
lots or parcels of five acres or less or the owner has sold or begun to sell land in parcels of five acres or
less. This is evident by the several subdivisions created in the area which have included division of
properties into tracts of less than five acres. The first subdivision in the area was Applewood Place, see
attached, which was platted in 1980 and included 101 lots on approximately 39 acres. Only one division
of Applewood Place was completed and includes the area along Duchess Drive and Jonathon Avenue.
There have been two amendments to the Applewood Pace plat that have included the residential lots
along Lincoln Road, east of Jonathan Avenue. Additional phases of this development were outlined in a
preliminary plat for Parkside Addition in 2001, but none of the division of Parkside Additions were
constructed. Subsequently the remaining divisions of Applewood Place were vacated by the county in
2004 and there have been additional plats of the property along Applewood Way with two plats identified
as Liberty Park Divisions 1 and 2, attached. Some existing parcel configurations in this area are larger
than five acres, but it is clear that the original parcel which included 39 acres has been sold or begun to be
sold in parcels of five acres or less. The remaining parcels include residential parcels along Lincoln
Road, Lincoln Park and the four parcels that make up Pinewood Estates. Staff, along with the City
Attorney’s Office have reviewed the parcel divisions and have determined that they qualify and are
eligible for annexation.
Zoning:
The area is proposed to have an initial zoning of RMH, R1, P and HC.
RMH, Residential Mobile and Manufactured Home Zone: It’s proposed that the Pinewood Estates
Manufactured Housing Community on the north side of Lincoln Road be zoned RMH. This property
includes four parcels and has been developed as a housing community with private management, roads
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and amenities. The RMH Zone is consistent with the development and the zoning of similar
developments within the city.
R1, Single Dwelling Residential Zone: This includes individual parcels along Lincoln Road that are
currently being used for single dwelling residential units. This also includes the Applewood Place
subdivision. It was commented in the neighborhood meeting that an RMH Zoning might be more
appropriate. The properties are currently zoned MH Manufactured Home within Bonneville County and
the subdivision was developed as a manufactured home development. The RMH Zone has a larger side
yard setback (10-feet) than the R1 Zone which is 6-feet. Applying the RMH Zone would make several of
the structures nonconforming whereas the properties can meet the side setback of the R1 Zone without
being nonconforming. The MH Zone in the county does have a reduced rear setback of 8-feet. Both the
R1 and RMH Zone have a rear setback of 25-feet so both would cause nonconforming issues. Any
nonconforming structures that have been permitted by the county would be allowed to remain at their
current location. Staff continues to recommend that this area be zoned R1 because it will create less
nonconformities. Lot sizes and frontage onto platted streets also match up with an R1 designation.
P, Parks and Open Space Zone: Lincoln Park is an existing developed park that includes tennis courts,
playground, open space, shelters and restrooms. This designation is consistent with other city owned and
maintained park facilities.
HC, Highway Commercial Zone: This area includes the properties off of Applewood Way, east and
south of Applewood Place. One of the parcels has been developed within the county as storage units with
outside storage. HC is the first zoned that allows for the outside storage and is necessary so the property
is not made nonconforming. Additionally the county has currently zoned this area as C-2. The HC
zoning is consistent with the C-2 and is consistent with proposed changes to the comprehensive plan to
identify this area as commercial.
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Comprehensive Plan Policies:
Residential development should reflect the economic and social diversity of Idaho Falls.
New and existing developments should foster inclusiveness and connectivity through mixed housing
types and sizes and neighborhood connections through paths, parks, open spaces, and streets. Page 40.
Residential lots adjacent to arterial streets shall have reverse frontage and deeper lots than typical
lots within the subdivision. Such lots shall have larger rear yard, or side yard setbacks, if
applicable.
The zoning ordinance should be modified to require greater setbacks from arterial streets on residential
properties. The subdivision ordinance should be modified to require a landscape buffer and uniform
fencing along arterial streets. This buffer should be maintained by a homeowners’ association. Page 41
Limited neighborhood services shall be provided at the intersection of arterial streets and collector
streets. Access to such services shall only be from collectors.
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Convenience stores, dry cleaners, and other small retail stores designed to serve the immediate
neighborhood should be located at an entrance of the neighborhood to be served by such development.
Page 41
Arterial corners shall support higher density housing, quasi-public services, or
community/neighborhood commercial services.
Lots at the corners shall be of sufficient size to assure any access to the arterial, if permitted, shall be in
accordance with the guidelines of 2012 Updated Access Management Plan prepared by the Bonneville
Metropolitan Planning Organization. Page 41
Higher density housing should be located closer to service areas and those streets designed to move
traffic, such as arterial streets and collectors, with access only to the collector street.
Apartments and townhouses are located adjacent to arterial and collector streets for two reasons. Larger
lots necessary for higher density housing offer opportunities for building layout, setbacks, and buffering
with berms and fences to minimize the impact of street noise. If apartments and townhouses are located
close to arterial streets, traffic from apartments will not move through neighborhoods. However, higher
density housing should still be clustered: it should not be used to line arterial streets. Page 42
Require perimeter landscaping for new commercial development.
Perimeter landscaping is not required for heavier commercial and industrial zones. Perimeter landscaping
in all zones along our major highways will reduce the visual impact of parking areas and create more
attractive entrance ways. To be effective, perimeter landscaping twenty to thirty feet in width is needed.
The Urban Land Institute notes landscaping at least ten percent of the total site and twenty percent of the
parking area is reasonable for commercial development. Page 47
To reduce land use conflicts, existing land uses are recognized as starting points for future land use
patterns. Page 59
Encourage development in areas served by public utilities or where extensions of facilities are least
costly.
Not only is a compact city convenient but the provision of public facilities is less expensive. Growth does
not always occur at the fringe of a community. Vacant lands or underutilized parcels may redevelop to
more intensive uses which use existing utilities. In the Broadway-Utah Avenue area between I-15 and
Snake River Parkway, 42 properties redeveloped in the period from 1989 to 2013, over 1,800 jobs were
created, and assessed valuations increased by $141 million. The City should continue programs which use
private/public partnerships to redevelop the land inside the City’s boundaries. Page 67
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Annexation Plan

Lincoln Road Area

I.

The Manner of Providing Tax-Supported Municipal Services to the Lands Proposed to be
Annexed
a. Fire Protection Services: Fire protection and emergency medical services for the City of
Idaho Falls and parts of Bonneville County, including this area, are provided by the Idaho
Falls Fire Department. The ratio of firefighters to 1,000-population is above average for
communities with similar populations. Within the area proposed for annexation there are
six fire hydrants connected to the city’s water system. See the attached Fire Stations and
Service Boundaries Map.
b. Parks and Recreation Services: The Idaho Falls Parks and Recreation Division maintains
the city’s parks, properties, golf courses, zoo, cemeteries and other recreation facilities as
well as the city’s landscaped medians, rights-of-way, grounds for public buildings, and
storm water retention ponds. They also plant and maintain all trees, plants, and flowers
on city property and take care of playground equipment and monuments. Lincoln Park, a
city owned and operated park facility is within the proposed annexation. The properties
in this annexation also are within close proximity of other Idaho Falls park facilities. See
the attached Park and Recreation Map.
c. Street Services: The 2013 Background Study of the Comprehensive Plan identifies that
the Public Works Department also maintains over 300 miles of city roadways. As part of
this maintenance the Streets Division also provides snow removal. Applewood Way,
when constructed, Duchess Drive and Court, and Jonathon Avenue will become the
responsibility of the city to maintain and provide snow removal. Lincoln Road, for the
time being, will continue to be maintained by Bonneville County as only segments of the
right-of-way are within the annexation boundaries. Lincoln Road, between Woodruff
Avenue and E 25th Street is within the city’s area of impact and could become city rightof-way once the surrounding properties annexed.
d. Library Services: Public libraries began in Idaho Falls in 1884 when a public reading
room containing three to four hundred volumes was opened by the Baptist Church. In
1908, this library was turned over to the City of Idaho Falls. The City created a library
board and set a property tax levy exclusively earmarked for library purposes. In 1980, the
Bonneville County Commissioners formed a Bonneville County Library District. One
year after formation, the Board contracted with the Idaho Falls Public Library to provide
free services in Bonneville County outside the City of Idaho Falls. Small library branches
supported by the library district are located at the Iona City Hall and the Swan Valley
Elementary School. As part of the annexation the properties will no longer be assessed
the Bonneville County Library District tax levy.
a. Police Protection Services: The City of Idaho Falls Police Department provides police
services within the corporate limits of Idaho Falls. The police department operates out of
a central facility located at 605 North Capital Avenue, which also houses the Bonneville
County Sheriff’s operations. The department also operates an animal control center which
was built in 1999-2000 as well as the dispatch center that serves all public safety agencies
in the City of Idaho Falls, and Bonneville County.

II.

The Changes in Taxation and Other Costs Which Would Result if the Subject Lands Were to be
Annexed (See attached Cost Differential Comparison sheet)

III.

The Means of Providing Fee-Supported Municipal Services, if any, to the Lands Proposed to be
Annexed
a. Water Services: The Idaho Falls Water Division provides water service within the
corporate limits of the City of Idaho Falls. This service consists of water supply, storage,
and distribution. There are city maintained waterlines located in Lincoln Road, Jonathon
Avenue, Duchess Court and Duchess Drive. Many of properties included in this
annexation already use the city’s water system and the ones that do not will have the
ability to connect to the city’s water system if the owners decide to. Those who currently
have the city’s water service will see a rate reduction as they are annexed.
b. Sanitary Sewer Services: The Idaho Falls Sewer Division provides wastewater service
within the corporate limits of the City of Idaho Falls. This service consists of collection,
conveyance, treatment, and disposal. Wastewater management also includes storm water
collection. There are city maintained sewer lines located in Lincoln Road, Jonathon
Avenue, Duchess Court and Duchess Drive. Many of properties included in this
annexation already use the city’s wastewater system and the ones that do not will have
the ability to connect to the city’s wastewater system if the owners decide to. Those who
currently have the city’s wastewater service will see a rate reduction as they are annexed.
c. Garbage Collection Services: The proposed properties currently contract their own
sanitation service. Following annexation they will be served by the city’s Sanitation
Division at the standard rates.
d. Recreation Services: The Parks and Recreation Department is responsible for the
development and implementation of leisure activities for participants of all ages and
interests. These program activities take place throughout the city. They manage the Idaho
Falls Zoo, three golf courses, the Aquatic Center, the Wayne Lehto Ice Arena, the
Activity Center, and the Recreation Center. City rate discounts where applicable will be
available to the annexed properties for the recreation programs offered by the department.
e. Electric Power Services: The City of Idaho Falls has provided electrical energy services
to the residents and businesses of the City since 1900. Currently, the electric utility
service area is approximately 20 square miles and provides services to approximately
22,500 residential customers and 3,700 commercial and industrial customers. The city
owns and operates four hydroelectric generating facilities located on the Snake River.
The annexed properties that are not currently on Idaho Falls Power service will have the
option to request to switch providers. Such requests must be coordinated through Idaho
Fall Power

IV.

The Proposed Future Land Use Plan and Zoning Designation, Subject to a Public Hearing
a. Comprehensive Plan: The properties located within this annexation area are currently
designated as Low Density residential in the Comprehensive Plan. The city and county
Planning and Zoning Commission have just recently completed area of impact discussion
regarding comprehensive plan designations in this area. The joint Planning and Zoning
Commissions have recommended that the city amend its comprehensive plan in this area
to show commercial uses as is shown in the county’s comprehensive plan. The city is
processing a comprehensive plan amendment in this area that is proposed to change the
designation from predominately low density residential to a mix of low and high density

residential, commercial and highway related industrial. These designations better reflect
current land uses and county zoning in the area.
b. Zoning: The proposed zoning for each parcel is identified in the attached Zoning Map.
These zones include:
R1 Single Dwelling Residential Zone. This zone provides a residential zone
which is representative of a less automobile-oriented, more walkable development
pattern, characterized by somewhat smaller lot widths; and a somewhat denser residential
environment than is characteristic of the RP Residential Park Zone. The principal uses in
the R1 Residential Zone shall be single detached and attached dwelling units. This zone
is also generally located near limited commercial services that provide daily household
needs.
RMH Residential Mobile and Manufactured Home Zone. This zone provides a
residential zone which is characterized by a medium density residential environment. A
manufactured or mobile home subdivision, mobile home park, or travel trailer park are
special facilities specifically designed to accommodate mobile or recreational vehicles
which may not conform to the requirements for permanent location within other
residential Zones within the City are allowed within this zone.

HC Highway and General Commercial Zone. This zone provides a commercial
zone for retail and service uses serving the traveling public. Characteristics of the
Zone are buildings set back from the right-of-way line to promote safety on the
highway and maintain maximum use of highway right-of-way for travel purposes,
and a wide variety of architectural forms and shapes. This Zone should be located
at specific locations along highways leading into the City.
P Parks and Open Space Zone. This zone provides a park zone and protects open space
within the City for preservation and recreational use. Another purpose of this zone is to
identify the appropriate location and efficient layout of public parks and playgrounds.
This zone will harmonize the various features and facilities of parks and playgrounds
with the surrounding area. This zone also interconnects park and open space systems
linked by trails, greenways, or other public corridors.

Map 23: Fire Stations & Service
Boundaries
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Map 25: Neighborhood Park
Service Boundaries
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Cost Differential Comparisons for City Services1
When a property is annexed, there is no requirement to connect to City water, sewer, or power. The
rates below are for information purposes only. Please contact a staff member if you would like to
discuss specific rates and fees for your property.
Tax Levy Rates2
Bonneville County:
Idaho Falls:

.004093435
.009513186

Water Rates
1” Initial Hookup Fee (If a property doesn’t already have the service):
Monthly Rate in City:
$30.10
Monthly Rate in County:
$60.20

$1,575.00

Sewer Rates
Initial Hookup Fee (If a property doesn’t already have the service):
Monthly Rate in City:
$22.80
Monthly Rate in County:
$25.80

$1,074.15

Power Rates
Monthly cost for power varies by usage. Idaho Falls Power’s residential base rate is roughly 1/3 the cost
of Rocky Mountain Power. If you would like a comparison of what your monthly bill would be if you
were an Idaho Falls Power customer, please contact Richard Malloy at 208-612-8428.
Sanitation Rates
Monthly Rate for Residential:

1

$9.45

Rates and fees are for residential use. Rates and fees may vary for commercial uses.
This is just a comparison of the City and County levy rates. When annexed, some of the levies, such as Fire
District levies, will no longer be assessed. For a full comparison of what your tax bill would be if annexed into the
City please contact the County Assessor’s office.
2

From: Naysha Foster
Sent: Thursday, June 14, 2018 2:03 PM
To: Kerry Beutler
Subject:
FW: Lincoln Rd Annexation

From: Jeremiah Bigelow [mailto:jeremiahbigelow@msn.com]
Sent: Thursday, June 14, 2018 2:01 PM
To: Naysha Foster <nfoster@idahofallsidaho.gov>
Subject: Lincoln Rd Annexation
Planning and Zoning Board,
I received notice that the manufactured home subdivision north of Lincoln Rd, West of the Hitt
Rd Roundabout, is applying for annexation into the City of Idaho Falls. I am extremely
supportive of this annexation. I own the 20 acres directly west of the manufactured home
subdivision and have been wanting to annex and develop my parcel and have been unable to
do so as we were not contiguous to city limits. Ten years ago or so, when Lincoln Rd was
widened, City of Idaho Falls water and sewer were run on the front of our property but we
were not able to connect until we were annexed. With that being said, i fully support the
annexation and excited to see the city grow in this direction.
thanks
Jeremiah Bigelow
Legacy Preservation LLC
(208)589-9955
jeremiahbigelow@msn.com

file:///N|/Planning%20Zoning%20Projects/PC%2006-19-2018/M&B%20Lincoln%20Rd%20Annexation/Bigelow%20Letter.txt[6/14/2018 4:21:20 PM]

IDAHO FALLS PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION
STAFF REPORT
Rezone from R&D to R1
Heritage Hills Division 3
June 19, 2018
Applicant: Eagle Rock

Engineering
Location: Generally south of
Independence Dr., west of N
5th W, north of W 33rd N and
east of the Snake River.
Size: Approx. 7.744 acres

Existing Zoning:
Site: R&D
North: R1
South: R&D
East: R1
West: R1, County A-1
Existing Land Uses:
Site: Agriculture
North: Residential
South: Agriculture
East: Residential /
Agriculture
West: Agriculture

Community
Development
Services

Requested Action: To recommend to the Mayor and City Council
approval of rezoning Heritage Hills Division 3 from R&D to R1.
History: Heritage Hills was originally preliminary platted in 2006,
and then revised in 2015. The majority of division 1 has been
constructed, Division 2 was construction in 2015.
Staff Comments: A portion of this property is currently zoned
R&D, the other portion of this property is proposed to be annexed
and zoned R1. The Comprehensive Plan identifies this property as
Higher Education Center. The property to the north and east are
zoned R1. The property to the south is zoned R&D. The property to
the west is located in the county and is currently zoned A-1, and has
a Comprehensive Plan designation of Higher Education Centers and
Public Facilities, Open Space. The surrounding land use is
primarily agriculture with some low density residential subdivision
directly north. The preliminary plat included this area which at the
time was zone M-1. This indicates that the Commission saw this
area being rezoned to a residential use at some point.

Staff Recommendation: Staff recommends approval of the
request to rezone based upon the prior approval of the
Preliminary Plat, Comprehensive Plan Policies, and the
compatibility with the adjacent zones and uses.

Future Land Use Map:
Higher Education Centers

Attachments:
1. Maps
2. Aerial photos
3. Final Plat
4. Photos
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Comprehensive Plan Policies:
Residential development should reflect the economic and social diversity of Idaho Falls.
Low density residential is development at densities of seven dwelling units or less per net
acre. Most of the lands within the future land use map are designated low density residential.
This reflects the existing pattern of development of Idaho Falls. Until the market dictates
such lands are to be developed and annexed to the City, the goal is the land will be used for
agricultural purposes, its historic land use.
Encourage development in areas served by public utilities or where extensions of
facilities are least costly.
Not only is a compact city convenient but the provision of public facilities is less expensive. Growth
does not always occur at the fringe of a community. Vacant lands or underutilized parcels may
redevelop to more intensive uses which use existing utilities. In the Broadway-Utah Avenue area
between I-15 and Snake River Parkway, 42 properties redeveloped in the period from 1989 to 2013,
over 1,800 jobs were created, and assessed valuations increased by $141 million. The City should
continue programs which use private/public partnerships to redevelop the land inside the City’s
boundaries.

Zoning Ordinance:
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IDAHO FALLS PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION
STAFF REPORT
Sign Code Amendments
June 19, 2018

Community
Development
Services

Applicant: City
of Idaho Falls

Staff Recommendation: To recommend to the Mayor and City Council
approval of the amendment language to the Sign Code.

Attachments:
1. Proposed
Amendment
Language

Staff Comments: As staff has used this code for the past four years
there have been needs to make some adjustments. The following are
proposed changes in the Sign Code.
1. 7-9-10E. Clarifying who can be issued a permanent sign permit
and the required documents. The original language would require
a liscensed sign contractor to pull permit for portable signs as
well. The new language would now allow business owners to be
issued permits for portable signs.
2. 7-9-12 Definitions. As the tables at the end of the code were
changed it required a reworking of some of the definitions, as
well as, adding some additional definitions. The following
definitions have been changed or added:
a. Commercial Heavy Zone
b. Commercial, Industrial/Manufacturing
c. Commercial Light Zone
d. Commercial Neighborhood Zone
e. Residential, Multi-unit Dwelling Zones
f. Residential, Single-unit Dwelling Zones
g. Residential, Low Density
h. Residential, Medium Density
i. Residential, High Density
j. Sign, Building (This definition was added to help clarify
calculation of signs and determin what is allowed)
k. Sign, Window (This definition was added to address
changes in available products such as window wraps.)
3. 7-9-41G. Adding the allowance of portable signs to the R&D
zone along approved arterial corridors. Adds Holmes Avenue as
an approved arterial corridor. The R&D Zone has an expanded
use in the new Zoning Ordinance. The intent is to treat this zone
similarly to professional office uses in regard to portable signs.
Holmes is being added to the list of approved arterials for
portable signs. This would apply to all properties zones R3A, PB,
PT and R&D. There have been properties with these designations
that would like to utilize portable signs but currently can’t. In our
public outreach four years ago Holmes Avenue was identified as a
street that might be included allowed arterial but staff felt we
should start off more restrictive to see the impacts of the changes
we made on the other arterials.
Page 1 of 2

1. 7-9-43. Clarifying where Electronic Message Center Signs and Changeable Copy Panels are
allowed. With the changes in the tables and definitions this paragraph needed to be reworked to
address those changes. Additionally, the proposed changes to 7-943J would require these changes
to be made.
2. 7-9-43J. Adding the allowance of EMC signs to the R&D zone along approved arterial corridors.
Adds Holmes Avenue as an approved arterial corridor. These changes are similar to that of 7-941G regarding portable signs and for the same reasons.
3. 7-9-48. Height regulations of projection and awning signs in the CC zone. These regulations
existed in the previous but were inadvertently removed. The intent is to reestablish these
regulations.
4. 7-9-49. Moving the regulations of Billboard out of the table and into the code text. Consists of
some renumbering. The billboard regulations will not change but be moved from being located in
the tables to text within the code.
5. Reformatting of all of the tables. The tables were difficult to navigate and the intent is to help
clarify allowed signage for the zones.
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CHAPTER 9
SIGN CODE
SECTION:
7-9-1:
7-9-2:
7-9-3:
7-9-4:
7-9-5:
7-9-6:
7-9-7:
7-9-8:
7-9-9:
7-9-10:
7-9-11:
7-9-12:
7-9-13:
7-9-14:
7-9-15:
7-9-16:
7-9-17:
7-9-18:
7-9-19:
7-9-20:
7-9-21:
7-9-22:
7-9-23:
7-9-24:
7-9-25:
7-9-26:
7-9-27:
7-9-28:
7-9-29:
7-9-30:
7-9-31:
7-9-32:
7-9-33:
7-9-34:
7-9-35:
7-9-36:
7-9-37:
7-9-38:
7-9-39:
7-9-40:

Title of Chapter
Purpose
Enforcement
City License Required
Applications
Fees
Bond Required
Bonds to be Executed by Qualified Surety
Insurance Policy
Sign Permit Required
Message Substitution
Definitions
Pasting and Tacking Prohibited
Noise Signs Prohibited
Animated Signs and Flashing Signs Prohibited
Off-Premise Signs ProhibitiedProhibited
Marquee Signs
Copy Area
Non-Conforming Signs and Their Removal
Variances
Signs Over Streets Prohibited
Signs Not to Cover Windows, Doors or Similar Openings
Blanketing
Signs on Public Property
Signs on Private Property
Maintenance of Signs
Removal of Signs
Signs to Comply with Zoning Ordinance
Removal of Non-Conforming Signs
Compliance with Safety Regulations
Erection of Signs Over Public Streets or Sidewalks - Safety
Precautions
Promulgation of Safety Regulations
Height of Signs
Construction Project or Land Development Sign
Sports Field Fencing Sign
Specialty Signs
Electric Sign
Shopping Center Sign
Signs, Zones Permitted and Controls
Signs Erected in Commercial Zones
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7-9-41:
7-9-42:
7-9-43:
7-9-44:
7-9-45:
7-9-46:
7-9-47:
7-9-48:
7-9-49:

Portable Signs
Revolving Pole Sign
Electronic Message Center Signs and Changeable Copy Panels
Sign Background
Design
Construction
Projection and Clearance
Master Planned Development Signs
LED and Tri-vision Billboards

7-9-1:
TITLE OF CHAPTER:
(Ord. 3056, 02-25-16)

This Chapter shall be known as the "Sign Code.”

7-9-2:
PURPOSE: The Council hereby finds and declares that it is necessary to regulate
the construction, erection, maintenance, electrification, illumination, type, size, number, and
location of signs to protect the health, safety, property, and welfare of the public, improve the neat,
clean, orderly, and attractive appearance of the City; provide for the safe erection and maintenance
of signs; eliminate signs that demand, rather than invite, public attention; and provide for sign
needs of special areas, facilities, centers, and districts. (Ord. 3056, 02-25-16)
7-9-3:
ENFORCEMENT: The Community Development Services Department shall be
responsible for the enforcement and administration of this Code. The Community Development
Services Department shall inspect each sign for which a permit has been issued and shall require
the proper maintenance of all signs subject to the provisions of this Code. Upon presentation of
proper credentials, an agent of the Community Development Services Department may enter at
reasonable times any building, structure, or premises in the City to perform any duty imposed by
this Code. (Ord. 3003, 04-23-15)
7-9-4:
CITY LICENSE REQUIRED: It shall be unlawful for any person, partnership or
corporation to erect or to engage in the business of erecting any sign as herein defined within the
corporate limits of the City of Idaho Falls unless such person, partnership, or corporation shall
have obtained a license from the City of Idaho Falls authorizing him or it to do sign contracting,
or unless such persons are expressly exempted from the provisions hereof. Application for permits
to erect signs will be accepted and permits granted only to such persons, partnership, or corporation
as are licensed by the City of Idaho Falls to perform such sign contracting.
7-9-5:
APPLICATIONS: Application for such license shall be made in writing upon
forms furnished by the City Clerk. The application shall contain such information as may be
required by the Community Development Services Department to determine compliance with this
ordinance. (Ord. 04-23-15)
7-9-6:
FEES: : Fees for contractor's license shall be in an amount set from time to time
by Resolution of the Council and shall not be prorated for portions of a year for renewal of
license. (Ord. 2964, 8-14-14; Ord. 3056, 02-25-16)
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7-9-7:
BOND REQUIRED: No contractor shall be issued a permit for the erection of a
sign in the City until such person shall have filed with the City Clerk a bond in an amount set from
time to time by Resolution of the Council conditioned upon compliance with this Sign Code. (Ord.
2964, 8-14-14; Ord. 3056, 02-25-16)
7-9-8:
BOND TO BE EXECUTED BY QUALIFIED SURETY: All bonds shall be
executed by a qualified surety company licensed to do business in the State of Idaho and shall be
conditioned upon the faithful observance of the ordinances of the City of Idaho Falls now or
hereafter enacted relating to the erection and maintenance of signs, to save and keep harmless the
City of Idaho Falls, its officials, and employees from all damages, liabilities, losses or judgments
that may be recovered against the City by reason of negligent erection of any of the aforesaid signs,
or negligent maintenance of any sign owned by, or maintained by such sign contractor.
7-9-9:
INSURANCE POLICY: All licensees are required to furnish to the Clerk a copy
of an insurance policy insuring the licensee against loss by reason of liability for bodily injury,
death, or property damage caused by or arising out of the licensed activity. The City and its
officers and agents must be named as additional insured under the policy. The amount of such
insurance shall not be less than one hundred thousand dollars ($100,000) for injury or death to
one (1) person nor less than three hundred thousand dollars ($300,000) for injury or death to
more than one (1) person in any one (1) occurrence, nor less than twenty-five thousand dollars
($25,000) for property damage. Said policy shall not be cancelable unless ten (10) days’ prior
written notice is given to the City. If said policy lapses, is canceled, or otherwise becomes
ineffective, the license shall automatically and forthwith become void and of no effect, and the
Clerk is not required to give notice thereof to the licensee. (Ord. 3056, 02-25-16)
.
7-9-10:

SIGN PERMIT REQUIRED:

(A)
Subject to the provisions of this Sign Code, no sign shall be erected, reerected, constructed, altered, or maintained, except as provided by this Sign Code and a permit for
the same has been issued by the Community Development Services Department. A separate permit
shall be required for each person or entity erecting a sign or signs and a separate permit shall be
required for each separate sign on a single supporting structure.
(B)

The following shall not be considered signs as defined and regulated by this Sign Code:
(1)
Traffic and other municipal signs (including those shown within the City’s Signage
and Wayfinding Program), house numbers, legal notices, railroad crossing signs, danger
and warning signs and state, and federal highway signs.
(2)
Memorial tablets or tablets containing the name, date, erection, and use of the
buildings, when built into the walls of the buildings and constructed of bronze, brass,
marble, stone, or other non-combustible materials.

(C)
No illuminated or floodlighted sign shall be connected to the electrical wiring source unless
an electrical permit has been issued by the Building Official or designee.
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(D)
Conversion of a sign face from a conventional sign or billboard to a tri-vision, LED sign
or billboard, or other multiple message sign will require a sign permit.
(E)
No permanent sign permit shall be issued to any person other than a licensed sign
contractor. All sign permit requests shall be accompanied submitted with two one (21) complete
sets of drawings and specifications.
(F)
A sign permit shall be required for the following signs but no fee will be charged for nonilluminated and non-floodlighted flat signs, wall signs, and freestanding signs having an area not
in excess of one hundred square feet (100 ft²) when placed at the site of a building under
construction or demolition provided that not more than one (1) such sign shall be erected on each
street frontage and also provided said signs are not erected more than sixty (60) days prior to
commencement of construction or demolition and are removed within thirty (30) days after
completion thereof.
(Ord. 2669, 09-29-06; Ord. 3003, 04-23-15; Ord. 3056, 02-25-16)
7-9-11:
MESSAGE SUBSTITUTION: A noncommercial message may be substituted for
any commercial message or for any noncommercial message. (Ord. 2782, 10-9-08; Ord. 2964,
8-14-14; Ord. 3056, 02-25-16)
7-9-12:
DEFINITIONS: The words and terms used in this Sign Code shall have the
meanings indicated below.
AWNING: An architectural projection that provides weather protection, identity, or decoration
and is wholly supported by the building to which it is attached. An awning is comprised of
lightweight, rigid skeleton over which a covering is attached.
BLANKETING: The partial or complete shutting off of the face of one sign by another sign.
BUILDING: Any structure built for the support, shelter, and enclosure of persons, animals,
chattels, or property of any kind.
BUILDING FACADE: That portion of an exterior elevation of a building extending from grade
to the top of the parapet wall or eaves and the entire width of the building elevation.
CANOPY: An architectural projection that provides weather protection, identity, or decoration
and is supported by the building to which it is attached and at the outer end by not less than one
(1) stanchion. A canopy is comprised of a rigid structure over which a covering is attached.
CHANGEABLE COPY PANEL: A panel which is characterized by changeable copy, regardless
of method of attachment.
COMMERCIAL HEAVY ZONE: Heavy cCommercial zones shall be the PB, LC, HC, and CC
zones as well as the PT overlay.
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COMMERCIAL, INDUSTRIAL/MANUFACTURING/SPECIAL PURPOSE ZONE:
Industrial/manufacturing commercial zones shall be the LM, and I&M, and R&D zones.
COMMERCIAL, LIGHT ZONE: Light commercial zones shall be the PT/Commercial Uses,
LC, and CC zones.
COMMERCIAL, NEIGHBORHOOD ZONE: Neighborhood commercial zones shall be the
R&D zones.
DISSOLVE: A mode of message transition accomplished by varying the light intensity or pattern,
where the first message gradually appears to dissipate and lose legibility simultaneously with the
gradual appearance and legibility of the second message.
FADE: A mode of message transition accomplished by varying the light intensity, where the first
message gradually reduces intensity to the point of not being legible and the subsequent message
gradually increases the intensity to the point of legibility.
FOOTCANDLE: A unit of illumination produced on a surface all points of which are one (1)
foot from a uniform point source equivalent to one (1) candle brightness of illumination.
FRONTAGE: The lineal measurement of a lot or building, whichever is less, facing upon a street.
In shopping centers, frontage for each separate store shall be based on the width of the front of
each business. For the shopping center as a whole, frontage shall be based on the total lineal
footage of all building frontage onto a street.
HABITABLE: For purposes of this ordinance, habitable means those areas of a building which
are approved under building and fire code for human occupancy and are located at or above ground
level.
HEIGHT (OF SIGN): The distance from the base of the sign at grade to the highest attached
component of the sign.
MAINTENANCE: Every sign shall be maintained in complete operating condition and in good
safety and repair. No broken, bent, cracked, decayed, dented, leaning, splintered, ripped, torn,
twisted, or signs in danger of falling shall be allowed. The landscaped area in which any sign is
placed shall be kept free from weeds, garbage, and debris. Maintenance includes the repair of
facades where signs have been removed, the painting, cleaning, and repairing of the sign.
Maintenance does not include structural alterations, cosmetic, or style changes or enlargements
of face changes.
MARQUEE: A permanent roofed structure attached to and supported by the building and
projecting over public right-of-way.
NON-COMBUSTIBLE MATERIAL: Any material which will not ignite at or below a
temperature of 1200 degrees F during an exposure of five (5) minutes and will not continue to burn
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or glow at that temperature. Tests for determining combustibility shall conform to the ASTM
E136-79.
PERSON: A person, association, partnership or corporation, trust or any other entity recognized
by law.
PROFESSIONAL OFFICE ZONE: Professional office zones shall be the R-3A and PB zones.
RESIDENTIAL, MULTI-UNIT DWELLING ZONES: Multi-unit dwelling residential zones
shall be the R2, R3, and PT/High Density Residential zones.
RESIDENTIAL, SINGLE-UNIT DWELLING ZONES: Residential single-unit dwelling zones
shall be the RP, R1, and RMH zones.
RESIDENTIAL, LOW DENSITY: Low density residential zones shall include the RE, RP, and
R1 zones.
RESIDENTIAL, HIGH DENSITY: High density residential zones shall include the R3 and R3A
zones.
RESIDENTIAL, MEDIUM DENSITY: Medium density residential zones shall include the R2,
TN, and RMH zones.
SIGN: A name, identification, description, display, or illustration, which is affixed to, painted, or
represented directly or indirectly upon a building, or other outdoor surface which directs attention
to or is designed or intended to direct attention to a sign face or to an object, product, place, activity,
person, institution, organization or business.
SCROLL: A mode of message transition where the message appears to move vertically across the
display surface.
SIGN, ANIMATED: A sign depicting action, motion, light, or color changes through electrical
or mechanical means. Includes the use of sequential switching on and off of graphically arranged
fluorescent lamps, cathode tubes, LEDs, or incandescent bulbs so as to provide the illusion of
movement.
SIGN, AWNING: Any sign that is a part of an awning, canopy, or other fabric, plastic, or
structural protective cover over a door, entrance, window, or outdoor service area.
SIGN, BACKGROUND: The entire area of a sign upon which copy is placed.
SIGN, BUILDING: Any sign that is permanently attached to a building including: wall signs,
awning signs, projecting sign, window signs, and roof signs.
SIGN, BILLBOARD: An off-premise sign supported by one (1) or more upright columns or
braces in or upon the ground having either a solid background used for pasting of a sign, a display
device capable of presenting three (3) separate images sequentially by rotating triangular devices,
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or a programmable display that has the capability, through light emitting diodes (LED) technology,
to present text or symbolic imagery.
SIGN, CLOTH: Any sign executed upon or composed on any flexible fabric.
SIGN, COPY AREA: The area within the outer boundaries of standard geometrical shapes
(primarily squares, rectangles, and circles) containing and defined by the extreme limits of writing,
representation, emblem, or other display, together with any material, lighting, or color forming an
integral part of the background of the display or used to differentiate the sign from the backdrop
or structure against which it is placed but not including any framework, supports, structure, or
wall.
SIGN, ELECTRONIC MESSAGE CENTER: A sign that utilizes computer-generated messages
or some other electronic means of changing copy. These signs include, but are not limited to,
displays using incandescent lamps, LEDs, LCDs, or a flipper matrix.
SIGN, ENTRANCE: A sign located within the front setback at the entrance to a property zoned
commercial or a sign located at at the entrance to a subdivision or development within residential
zones.
SIGN, FLASHING: A sign which uses strobe lights, rotary beacons, zip lights, flashing lights, or
signs illuminated in such a way they appear to flash.
SIGN, FREESTANDING POLE: A sign which is supported by one (1) or more columns upright
or braces in or upon the ground.
SIGN, ILLUMINATED: A sign in which an internal or external source of light is used in order to
make the message or sign visible.
SIGN, MASTER PLANNED DEVELOPMENT: Signs that identify large commercially zoned
areas, adjacent to arterial streets, and that are intended to be developed together according to an
approved Master Land Use Plan.
SIGN, MARQUEE: Any sign attached to or made an integral part of a marquee.
SIGN, MONUMENT: A free-standing sign where the sign face is supported by a continuous and
solid base that extends the full length of the sign face.
SIGN, NON-COMBUSTIBLE: A sign that is constructed entirely of non-combustible material.
SIGN, OFF PREMISE: Any sign which directs attention to a use, products, commodity or service
not related to the premises on which it is located.
SIGN, ON PREMISE: A sign promoting any service, product, or business located, sold or
available on the premises upon which the sign is located.
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SIGN, PORTABLE: Any sign not permanently attached to a permanent structure.
SIGN, PROJECTING: Any sign attached to a building or structure and extending perpendicularly
from said building or structure.
SIGN, REVOLVING: A sign which has vertical or horizontal rotation of any of its parts by
mechanical means.
SIGN, ROOF: Any sign erected upon or supported by a parapet or roof of a building.
SIGN, SPECIALTY: Signs placed in the public right-of-way through programs administered by
the Airport or Parks and Recreation Departments.
SIGN, STRUCTURE: Any structure which supports any sign as defined in this Code.
SIGN, WALL: A sign affixed to a wall of a building or structure and which projects not more
than eighteen (18) inches over public property from the building or structure wall and which does
not extend above the parapet, eaves or building facade of the building on which it is located.
SIGN, WINDOW: Any permanent or semi-permanent sign affixed to a building’s windows such
as vinyl wraps and lettering. This excludes hours of operations notifications.
TRANSITION: A visual effect used to change from one message to another.
TRAVEL: A mode of message transition where the message appears to be move horizontally
across the display surface.
TRIM, NON-STRUCTURAL: Molding, battens, capes, nailing strips, latticing, cutouts or letters
and walkways which are attached to a sign structure.
INTERNATIONAL BUILDING CODE: The officially adopted building code of the City of Idaho
Falls. (Ord. 2445, 4-25-02; Ord. 2585, 2-11-05; Ord. 2669, 9-29-06; Ord. 2782, 10-9-08; Ord.
2817, 7-23-09; Ord. 3056, 02-25-16; Ord. 3181, 04-12-18)
7-9-13:
PASTING AND TACKING PROHIBITED: No sign shall be pasted or glued
directly on any exterior wall or roof or affixed directly on any exterior wall or roof by means of
any similar adhesive substance. No paper or cloth sign shall be tacked directly on any exterior
wall or roof.
7-9-14:
NOISE SIGNS PROHIBITED: It shall be unlawful to use in connection with any
sign or to use for advertising purposes any radio, phonograph, whistle, bell or any other sound or
noise making or transmitting device or instrument for the purpose of commercial advertising.
7-9-15:
ANIMATED SIGNS AND FLASHING SIGNS PROHIBITED: Any person who
constructs or uses a flashing sign within the City is guilty of a misdemeanor. (Ord. 2445, 4-2502; Ord. 2585, 2-11-05; Ord. 3056, 02-25-16)
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7-9-16:
OFF-PREMISE SIGNS PROHIBITED: All off-premise signs are prohibited,
except for Billboards allowed pursuant to this Sign Code. (Ord. 3056, 02-25-16)
7-9-17:
MARQUEE SIGNS: Any person who constructs or uses a marquee sign over
public property within the City is guilty of a misdemeanor. (Ord. 3056, 02-25-16)
7-9-18:
COPY AREA: Copy area of a building facade or of multiple copy signs shall not
exceed twenty percent (20%) of the background facing to which it is applied. (Ord. 3056,
02-25-16)
7-9-19:
NON-CONFORMING SIGNS AND THEIR REMOVAL: Signs in existence on
the date of enactment of this Sign Code which do not conform to the provisions of this Sign Code,
but which were constructed, erected, affixed or maintained in compliance with all previous
regulations, shall be regarded as non-conforming signs which may be continued from the effective
date of this Sign Code, but shall not be structurally altered, relocated, or replaced without
immediately being brought into compliance with all the provisions of this Sign Code. (Ord. 3056,
02-25-16)
7-9-20:
VARIANCES: The purpose of this Sign Code is to require signs necessary to
advise the traveler and resident of the services and products available on premises be related to the
size of the building housing such goods and services. A person may seek a variance to the
provisions of this Sign Code governing the height or permitted square footage of the copy area for
on- premise signs by following the procedures outlined in the City Zoning Code. The Board of
Adjustment may grant a variance for signs regulated by this Sign Code if it finds the proposed
sign:
(1)

Does not negatively impact its neighborhood environment or aesthetics and
is absolutely necessary to adequatlyadequately identify the premises.

(2)

The frontage of the building upon which the maximum permitted sign size
is based is disproportionately small in comparison to the floor area or size
of the building associated with such sign; or

(3)

Is historically significant to the community.

A variance may not be granted to the standards or findings required under Sections 7-9-43, 7-9-48,
and 7-9-49 or for the spacing standards for Billboard locations found in Tables 1-7 of this Sign
Code. (Ord. 2782, 10-9-08; Ord. 3056, 02-25-16)
7-9-21:
SIGNS OVER STREETS PROHIBITED: It shall be unlawful to erect or maintain
any sign over any street or alley, except as herein expressly provided. (Ord. 3056, 02-25-16)
7-9-22:
SIGNS NOT TO COVER WINDOWS, DOORS OR SIMILAR OPENINGS: No
sign shall cover a window, doorway, or other opening providing light or ventilation or exit facilities
which are required by the most current City-adopted edition of the International Building Code or
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International Fire Code to be necessary to give access to the building, or to afford fire protection
in the event of a fire; provided, however, that flat signs, wall signs, cloth signs and projecting signs
may cover transoms. (Ord. 2585, 2-11-05; Ord. 3056, 02-25-16)
7-9-23:
BLANKETING: To prevent blanketing, no wall sign shall be erected to project
more than eighteen (18) inches over public property. Projection shall be measured from the facing
of the structure to which the sign is attached and shall be parallel thereto. No outdoor advertising
sign shall be placed in such a manner so as to obscure an existing sign. (Ord. 3056, 02-25-16)
7-9-24:
SIGNS ON PUBLIC PROPERTY: It shall be unlawful for any person to fasten or
attach, paint, or place any sign, handbill, poster, advertisement, or notice of any kind or sort, or to
cause the same to be done in or upon the curbstone, lamp post, telephone pole, electric light or
power pole, hydrant, bridge or tree, or in or upon any portion of any sidewalk or street. It shall be
unlawful to paste, place, paint, or attach any sign defined in this Sign Code on any building, street,
or property of the City, except as provided by this Sign Code. (Ord. 3056, 02-25-16)
7-9-25:
SIGNS ON PRIVATE PROPERTY: It shall be unlawful for any person to fasten
or attach, paint, or place, any sign as defined in this Sign Code upon any private wall, window,
door, gate, fence, or sign upon any other personal property without the consent of the owner or
lessee, or someone authorized to act on behalf of such owner on lessee. (Ord. 3056, 02-25-16)
7-9-26:
MAINTENANCE OF SIGNS: Signs regulated by this Sign Code shall be
maintained in good visual appearance and structural condition at all times. The Community
Development Services Department and its agents shall not be liable for the negligence or failure
of the owner, or the person responsible for maintaining any sign, to keep such sign in good
condition. (Ord. 3003, 04-23-15; Ord. 3056, 02-25-16)
7-9-27:
REMOVAL OF SIGNS: Any person occupying a building or portion of a
building, who owns or maintains a sign in connection therewith shall, upon vacating the
premises, or discontinuing the business advertised, cause the sign to be removed. Any person
who owns and maintains a sign which is maintained for the benefit of another person who
occupies a building or part of a building whereon the sign is located shall cause the sign to be
removed if the person for whom the sign is maintained vacates the premises. Failure of the
owner of the sign or of the person responsible for maintaining same to remove the sign within
thirty (30) days after notice from the Community Development Services Department shall be
considered as a violation of this Sign Code and shall subject the owner of the sign and the owner
of the property to the penalties herein. If a sign is advantageous to pending sale of premises,
permission may be granted, upon written proof of pending sale, to lease said sign on premises for
a period not to exceed ninety (90) days, provided all copy is removed leaving a blank
background area. (Ord. 3003, 04-23-15; Ord. 3056, 02-25-16)
7-9-28:
SIGNS TO COMPLY WITH ZONING CODE: All signs shall be erected and
maintained in full compliance with this Sign Code and the Zoning Code. (Ord. 3056, 02-25-16)
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7-9-29:

REMOVAL OF NON-CONFORMING SIGNS:

(A)

Any sign not in conformance with the provision of this Sign Code and/or which was
erected or installed without a permit, shall be removed within thirty (30) days upon
notification by the Community Development Services Department.

(B)

The provisions of Section 7-9-19 shall apply to such non-conforming signs.

(C)

Any existing sign, conforming to the provisions of this Sign Code relative to size and
location, but non-conforming to structural requirements shall be removed or replaced
within one (1) year upon written notice from the City. However, if they are deemed to be
a hazard or more than fifty percent (50%) damaged, they shall be removed or repaired in
accordance with the structural requirements of this Sign Code within ten (10) days after
receiving notice from the City.

(D)

Any sign determined to be abandoned shall be removed within thirty (30) days of
notification by the Community Development Services Department to the property owner
and/or owner of the business advertisement and or owner of the sign.

(Ord. 04-23-15; Ord. 3056, 02-25-16)
7-9-30:
COMPLIANCE WITH SAFETY REGULATIONS: It is unlawful for any person
erecting any sign or other advertising structure to fail to comply strictly with the requirements of
this Sign Code. (Ord. 3056, 02-25-16)
7-9-31:
ERECTION OF SIGNS OVER PUBLIC STREETS OR SIDEWALKS SAFETY PRECAUTIONS: Whenever any sign or other advertising structure shall be erected in
whole or in part on or over any public street or sidewalk, the person or persons performing the
work shall, before proceeding to erect the same, take all precautions necessary to ensure the
safety of persons and property on such street or sidewalk. Before hoisting any material above the
surface of any street or sidewalk or placing any material upon the traveled portion of any street
or sidewalk, the persons or person performing such work shall exclude the traveling public from
the portion of such street or sidewalk in which such work is to be done by means of suitable
barriers, protected walkways and/or other adequate warning devices. The Community
Development Services Department may require the owner or sign contractor to provide a guard
or guards to exclude all persons not concerned in the performance of the work from the portion
of the street or sidewalk in which the work is to proceed. When hoisting any sign or advertising
structure above the surface of any street or sidewalk, the same shall be accomplished by hoisting
devices with proper design and adequate capacity to accomplish the work in accordance with
established engineering practices, all of which hoisting equipment shall be kept and maintained
in good and workable condition. (Ord. 3003, 04-23-15; Ord. 3056, 02-25-16)
7-9-32:
PROMULGATION OF SAFETY REGULATIONS: The Director of the
Community Development Services Department may establish such rules and regulations as
reasonably necessary to protect the public from injury in the course of the erection of signs and
other advertising structures and when such regulations are established, all holders of sign permits
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shall comply strictly therewith. Such regulations shall be filed with the Clerk. (Ord. 3003, 0423-15; Ord. 3056, 02-25-16)
7-9-33:
HEIGHT OF SIGNS: No sign shall exceed the height limitations established for
each zone as set forth in this Sign Code. (Ord. 3056, 02-25-16)
7-9-34:
CONSTRUCTION PROJECT OR LAND DEVELOPMENT SIGN: A sign of no
greater than one hundred square feet (100 sq. ft.) and fifteen feet (15’) in height in commercial
zones, and no greater than thirty two square feet (32 sq. ft.) and fifteen feet (15’) in height in
residential zones may be erected on sites on which a construction project is under development.
Such sign may be erected no earlier than sixty (60) days prior to the beginning of the
construction project and removed within thirty (30) days after such construction is completed.
(Ord. 3056, 02-25-16)
7-9-35:
SPORTS FIELD FENCING SIGN: Signs placed on sports field fencing may be
allowed provided the sign does not exceed the height of the fence and shall be permissible only
on the field side of the fence facing the playing field.
(Ord. 2782, 10-9-08; Ord. 3056, 02-25-16)
7-9-36:
SPECIALTY SIGN: A specialty sign may be hung over public streets or walks after
approval by the Director of the Community Development Services Department. (Ord. 3003,
03-23-15; Ord. 3056, 02-25-16)
7-9-37:
ELECTRIC SIGN: All signs which utilize or are illuminated by electricity shall
comply with the most current City-adopted edition of the National Electrical Code and
International Fire Code. An electric sign must have the installer's name, address, date of
installation, and the listing label affixed to the sign in such a manner that it can be easily read
from the ground using only the naked eye. (Ord. 2585, 2-11-05; Ord. 3056, 02-25-16)
7-9-38:
SHOPPING CENTER SIGN: One (1) free standing sign is permitted on each
street frontage. Where there is more than four hundred and fifty feet (450’) of street frontage a
second free standing sign is allowed (maximum of two (2)), and must be three hundred and thirty
feet (330’) from any other free standing sign on the same side of the street. The size and height
shall be the same as allowed for a Free Standing Pole Sign within that Zone. The design and
construction of the free standing signs shall be integrated with the architecture of the on-site
buildings by the use of similar construction materials and colors as used in the building(s).
Separate buildings within multi-tenant developments that are within seventy five feet (75’) of the
public right-of-way are allowed one (1) monument style sign with a maximum height of six feet
(6’) and a maximum copy area of thirty two square feet (32 sq. ft.). The spacing between these
monument signs must be a minimum of one hundred feet (100’), and the sign must be located in
a landscaped strip of at least seven feet (7’) by ten feet (10’). Electronic message centers are not
allowed to be a part of these monument signs. (Ord. 2445, 4-25-02; Ord. 3056, 02-25-16)
7-9-39:
SIGNS, ZONES PERMITTED AND CONTROLS: Tables 1-7 of this Sign Code
are hereby made a part of this section by reference. It is unlawful for any person to erect or
otherwise install a sign having a size or height greater than allowed in Sign Code Tables 1-7. It is
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unlawful for any person to erect or otherwise install a sign located on the site or in a zone in
violation of the controls specified in Tables 1-7 of this Sign Code. (Ord. 3056, 02-25-16)
7-9-40:
SIGNS ERECTED IN COMMERCIAL ZONES: All signs erected in commercial
zones shall have all structural members made entirely of non-combustible material except as
otherwise permitted in this Sign Code. The display panel face of light-transmitting signs shall be
made of approved plastics as specified in the International Building Code. (Ord. 2585, 2-11-05;
Ord. 3056, 02-25-16)
7-9-41:
PORTABLE SIGN: One (1) portable freestanding sign is permitted per business,
maximum allowable area twelve square feet (12 sq. ft.) per side if the sign is double faced. Such
signs must be placed on private property and must conform to location requirements of this Sign
Code and the Zoning Code. In addition, all portable signs shall comply with the following
requirements:
(A)

The maximum height shall not exceed six feet (6’), except where the sign is within fifteen
feet (15’) of the public right-of-way the maximum height shall not exceed three feet (3’).

(B)

All signs shall be located in such a way that sight clearance is not impeded for motorists
or pedestrians, as set forth in the Zoning Code.

(C)

All signs shall be properly maintained by the business owner or proprietor.

(D)

All signs and their internal components shall conform to the standards of Underwriter's
Laboratories (or other testing laboratories approved by the Community Development
Services Department) for the conditions of use involved.

(E)

All signs shall be firmly mounted to the building or securely to the ground to avoid
hazards associated with movement of any kind.

(F)

Permits for placement of such signs shall be the responsibility of the sign owner. Permit
applications shall include a site plan and wiring plan.

(G)

Properties zoned R-3A, PB, R&D, and PT shall be allowed a portable sign in accordance
with the standards outlined in this Section when located adjacent to 17th Street, Channing
Way, Broadway Avenue, Hitt Road, Sunnyside Road, Woodruff Avenue, Holmes
Avenue, or Yellowstone Highway.

(Ord. 3003, 04-23-15; Ord. 3056, 02-25-16; Ord. 3181, 04012-18)
7-9-42:
REVOLVING POLE SIGN: One horizontal revolving interior illuminated nonflashing pole sign, per business shall be permitted provided said sign conforms to all other
provisions of this Sign Code relating to a non-rotating pole sign and does not exceed ten (10)
RPM. (Ord. 3056, 02-25-16)
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7-9-43:
ELECTRONIC MESSAGE CENTER SIGNS AND CHANGEABLE COPY
PANELS: Electronic message center signs and changeable copy signs shall be permitted within
an on-premise freestanding pole or wall sign in all commercial zones, except in PT/Commercial,
and R&D zones as provided in this Sign Code. Electronic message center signs shall not be
permitted in the downtown area bounded on the north by and including G Street, on the west by
and including Memorial Drive, on the east by the extended north-south alleyway located between
Yellowstone Highway and Shoup Avenue, and on the south by and including Broadway.
(A)

The sign copy area of an electronic message center sign and changeable copy sign shall
be counted in the permissible wall or freestanding pole sign copy area. The face area of
such sign shall not exceed seventy-five percent (75%) of the applicable total allowable
sign or two hundred and fifty square feet (250 sq. ft.), whichever is less.

(B)

The design and construction of electronic message centers shall be integrated into the
architecture of the on-site buildings by the use of similar construction materials and
colors as used in the building(s).

(C)

The displays on copy areas of electronic message center signs shall be limited to static
displays or messages that appear or disappear from the display through dissolve, fade, or
instantaneous modes but which may otherwise not have movement, appearance or
optical illusion of movement.

(D)

Each message on the sign must be displayed for a minimum of six (6) seconds.

(E)

Each message transition must be accomplished within 0.5 second.

(F)

Each electronic message center shall be equipped with a photocell dimmer to
automatically dim with changes in ambient light. When requesting a permit for an
electronic message center, the applicant shall submit documentation certifying the sign
is equipped with a photocell dimmer and the dimmer shall be used at all times the sign is
in operation.

(G)

The night-time illumination of electronic message centers shall conform to the following
criteria. The difference between off and solid-message measurements of an electronic
message center shall not exceed 0.3 footcandles at night, applicable one-half (1/2) hour
after sunset. The illuminance of an electronic message center shall be measured with an
illuminance meter set to measure footcandles accurate to at least two (2) decimals.
Illuminance shall be measured with the sign off, and again with the sign displaying a
white image, for a full color-capable sign, or a solid message for a single-color sign. All
measurements shall be taken perpendicular to the face of the electronic message center
at the distance determined by the total square footage of the sign as set forth in the
following table:
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Area of Sign in sq. ft.

Measurement
Distance in ft.

Area of Sign in sq. ft.

Measurement
Distance in ft.

10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
80
85

32
39
45
50
55
59
63
67
71
74
77
81
84
87
89
92

90
95
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
220
240
250

95
97
100
105
110
114
118
122
126
130
134
138
141
148
155
158

For signs with an area in square feet other than those specifically listed in the table the measurement distance may be calculated with the
following formula: Measurement Distance = √ Area of Sign sq. ft. x 100

(H)

Prior to the issuance of a permit, the applicant shall provide written certification from
the sign manufacturer that the night-time illuminance has been factory pre-set not to
exceed the allowed footcandles and is protected from end-user manipulation by
password-protected software or other method as deemed appropriate by the Director of
the Community Development Services Department. The applicant shall also sign
documentation provided by the Community Development Services Department stating
he/she has read and agrees to the standards set forth in this section.

(I)

One electronic message center sign or changeable copy sign shall be allowed per sign
structure.

(J)

Electronic message signs and changeable copy signs shall be permitted as an on-premise
freestanding pole or wall sign in an R-3A, PB, R&D and PT/Commercial zone only
when such sign meets the following standards:
(1) The sign is placed within the front setback adjacent to 17th Street, Broadway
Avenue, Channing Way, Hitt Road, Sunnyside Road, Woodruff Avenue, or
Yellowstone Highway;
(2) The sign is at least one hundred feet (100’) from the nearest single- family
residential zone;
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(3) The sign is incorporated into a minimum landscaped area of seven feet (7’) by ten
feet (10’);
(4) The sign does not exceed thirty percent (30%) of the total allowable sign area,
except that such sign may be at least thirty-two (32) square feet in area; and,
(5) The sign complies with the standards in Sections 7-9-43.B through I of this Sign
Code.
(K)

Electronic message signs shall be permitted as school signs when approved by the
Planning and Zoning Commission as a Conditional Use Permit and according to the
following standards:
(1)

The hours of operation shall be limited to the hours of 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. local
time. The hours may be extended to 10:00 p.m. local time on Fridays and
Saturdays at junior high and high schools.

(2)

The sign shall be placed on the wall of the school unless the sign is to be located
adjacent to an arterial street.

(3)

The sign complies with the standards in Sections 7-9-43.B through I of this Sign
Code.

(4)

The size of the sign copy area shall not exceed twenty-four square feet (24 sq. ft.)
and shall count towards the total permissible sign copy area.

(5)

The sign shall be designed to have a maximum viewing range of three hundred
(300) feet.

(6)

The Planning and Zoning Commission may modify the above standards where
necessary to minimize adverse effects on adjoining residential uses or where
necessary to assure visibility to students and parents on and immediately adjacent
to the school entrance or parking areas.

(L)

Electronic message signs shall be permitted as part of an on-premise freestanding master
planned development sign when the sign complies with the standards in Sections 7-943.A through I and 7-9-48 of this Sign Code.

(M).

Electronic message signs shall be permitted as part of on-premise freestanding signs for
planned unit developments when approved by the Planning and Zoning Commission as a
Conditional Use Permit. The application submitted for a Conditional Use Permit, in
addition to other materials and information requested by the Planning and Zoning
Commission, shall include the following:
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(1)

A plan for the development indicating the type and size of signs proposed for each
lot and building;

(2)

A statement delineating which lots will be advertising on the electronic message
sign; and,

(3)

Evidence of continuing unified management of the development. Such evidence
may include lease agreement, private covenants recorded against the property, or
other documentation as approved by the Director of the Community Development
Services Department.

To issue a Conditional Use Permit, the Planning and Zoning Commission shall make the
following findings:
(1)

The electronic message sign shall be located adjacent to an arterial street;

(2)

Only one electronic message sign shall be permitted per arterial street frontage;

(3)

The electronic message sign shall comply with Section 7-9-38 of this Sign Code.
When the arterial street frontage of the planned unit development or unified
development is divided by other public streets, signs for individual businesses
may be permitted. Distances between these individual signs, the design of the
signs, their identification on the sign plan required above, and the need for
individual business identification shall be considered in the approval of these
signs.

(4)

The calculation of the permitted size of the electronic message sign shall be based
on the nearest building within the development and shall be calculated in
accordance with Section 7-9-43.A. of this Sign Code.

(5)

The electronic message sign shall comply with the requirements specified in
Sections 7-9-43.A through I of this Sign Code.

(6)

The location of the design of the electronic message sign shall convey its
connection to the development. Factors to be considered shall include but not be
limited to:
(a). The location of the sign at the entryway to the development,
(b). The location of the sign within the common landscape features,
(c). The visibility of the development from the sign location,
(d). The use of materials and colors characterizing the remainder of the
development.
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(7)

The electronic message sign shall not blanket or reduce visibility of other signs
within the development.

(Ord. 3056, 02-25-16; Ord. 3181, 04012-18)
7-9-44:
SIGN BACKGROUND: In computing the area of sign background, only the face
or faces which can be seen from any one direction at one time shall be counted. (Ord. 3056,
02-25-16)
7-9-45:

DESIGN:

(A)

Signs and sign structures shall be designed and constructed to resist wind and seismic
forces as specified in this section. All bracing systems shall be designed and constructed
to transfer lateral forces to the foundations. For signs on buildings, the dead and lateral
loads shall be transmitted through the structural frame of the building to the ground in
such manner as not to overstress any of the elements thereof. The overturning moment
produced from lateral forces shall in no case exceed two-thirds of the dead-load resisting
moment. Uplift due to overturning shall be adequately resisted by proper anchorage to the
ground or to the structural frame of the building. The weight of earth superimposed over
footings may be used in determining the dead-load resisting moment. Such earth shall be
carefully placed and thoroughly compacted.

(B)

Signs and sign structures shall be designed and constructed to resist wind forces as
specified in the most current City-adopted edition of the International Building Code
thirty feet (30') above ground with adjustment in pressure for height as outlined in the
International Building Code and seismic design category "D."

(C)

Design and construction with plastic material shall be in accordance with the most
current City-adopted edition of the International Building Code.

(Ord. 2585, 2-11-05; Ord. 3056, 02-25-16)
7-9-46:
CONSTRUCTION: The supports for all sign structures shall be placed in or upon
private property and shall be built, constructed and erected in conformance with the requirements
of the most current City-adopted edition of the International Building Code. An inspection of
forms and footings shall be called for before any concrete is poured whenever this manner of
construction is applicable. The sign contractor must call for an inspection when a sign has been
installed. (Ord. 3056, 02-25-16)
7-9-47:

PROJECTION AND CLEARANCE:

(A)

All signs shall conform to the clearance and projection requirements of this Sign Code.

(B)

Signs shall be located not less than ten feet (10’) horizontally or twelve feet (12’)
vertically from overhead electrical conductors which are energized in excess of seven
hundred and fifty (750) volts. The design, installation, maintenance, and removal of signs
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shall be in accordance with the Idaho Code. The term “overhead conductors” as used in
this Section means any electrical conductor, either bare or insulated, installed above the
ground except such conductors which are enclosed in rigid conduit or other material
covering of equal strength.
(C)

No sign or sign structure shall be erected in such a manner that any portion of its surface
or supports will interfere in any way with the free use of any fire escape, exit, or
standpipe.

(D)

In all commercial zones, wall mounted signs within five feet (5’) of an opening in an
exterior wall shall be constructed of non-combustible material or most current Cityadopted edition of the International Building Code approved plastics, when mounted
against a non-combustible wall.

(E)

No sign or sign structure shall project into any public alley. Projection into a private alley
or drive shall not be allowed below a height of fourteen feet (14’) above grade.
(Ord. 3056, 02-25-16)

(F)

Projection signs and awning signs in the CC zone shall adhere to the following
regulations:
(1) The bottom of the sign shall not be higher than twenty feet (20’) or lower than eight
feet (8’) from grade;
(2) The sign may project five feet (5’) over the public sidewalk or within two feet (2’) of
the curb, whichever is less.

7-9-48:
(A)

MASTER PLANNED DEVELOPMENT SIGNS:
Master Planned Development signs shall be permitted by the Community Development
Services Director as an administrative Conditional Use Permit and only where the
Director finds the following conditions:

(1) The development shall include twenty five (25) or more contiguous acres of
commercially zoned property;
(2) The development shall be under unified ownership, management or control. Evidence
of continuing unified management may include lease agreements, private covenants
recorded against the property, or other documentation as approved by the Director of
the Community Development Services Department; and
(3) The area within the development shall be planned and designed as one development
demonstrated by a Master Land Use Plan approved at the time of annexation or
platting, defined architectural, landscaping and signage standards, and a master
signage plan for the area;
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(B)

Master Planned Development signs shall be considered an on-premise sign, common to all
properties within the development and may be located on any lot or common area within
the development according to the following standards:
(1) The sign shall be located adjacent to an arterial street;
(2) Only one (1) sign shall be permitted per arterial street frontage within the
development;
(3) A sign of no greater than six hundred square feet (600 sq. ft.) and sixty feet (60’) in
height in commercial zones;
(4) The design and construction of sign shall be integrated into the architecture of the
development by the use of similar construction materials and colors;
(5) The sign is incorporated into a minimum landscaped area of ten feet (10’) by ten feet
(10’);
(6) The sign shall be consistent with an approved signage plan for the development
indicating the type and size of signs proposed for each lot and building site;
(7) The location of the design of the sign shall convey its connection to the development.
Factors to be considered shall include but not be limited to:
(a) The location of the sign at the entryway to the development,
(b) The location of the sign within common landscape features,
(c) The visibility of the development from the sign location,

(Ord. 2585, 2-11-2005); Ord. 2782, 10-9-08; Ord. 2817, 7-23-09; Ord. 3056, 02-25-16)
7-9-49:
(A)

BILLBOARD SIGNS:
No billboard sign may installed within the following locations:

(1)

Within a seven hundred and fifty foot (750’) radius from any other billboard sign.

(2)

Within seven hundred and fifty feet (750’) of the nearest boundary of the Snake
River, the Riverwalk, and land owned by the City of Idaho Falls contiguous with
the Snake River.

(3)

Within seven hundred and fifty feet (750’) from properties or districts listed on the
National Register of Historic Places.

(4)

Within five hundred feet (500’) from any residential zone.
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(C)

Stacking or side-by-side billboards are not allowed.

(D)

Billboards shall only be used for off-premise signs.

(E)
LED AND TRI-VISION BILLBOARDSand Tri-vision billboards must adhere to the
following regulations:
(A1) Billboards shall not include any illumination or image which moves continuously,
appears to be in motion, or has any moving or animated parts, or video displays, or
broadcasts. No such sign shall include any illumination which is flashing or
moving.
(B2) The message or image must remain static for a minimum of eight (8) seconds.
(C3) An automated change of message or image must be accomplished within two (2)
seconds or less and contain a default design that will freeze the sign face in one (1)
position should a malfunction occur.
(D4) Each electronic message center shall be equipped with a photocell dimmer to
automatically dim with changes in ambient light. When requesting a permit for an
electronic message center, the applicant shall submit documentation certifying the
sign is equipped with a photocell dimmer and the dimmer shall be used at all times
the sign is in operation.
(E5) The night-time illumination of LED billboards shall conform to the criteria in this
section. The difference between off and solid-message measurements of an LED
billboard shall not exceed 0.3 footcandles at night, applicable one-half (1/2) hour
after sunset. The illuminance of an LED billboard shall be measures with an
illuminance meter set to measure footcandles accurate to at least two decimals.
Illuminance shall be measured with the sign off, and again with the sign displaying
a white image for a full color-capable sign or a solid message for a single-color
sign. All measurements shall be taken perpendicular to the face of the LED
billboard at the distance determined by the total square footage of the sign as set
forth in the following table:
Area of Sign in sq. ft.

Measurement Distance in ft.

200
220
240
260
280
300
480
672

141
148
155
161
167
173
219
259
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For signs with an area in square feet other than those specifically listed in the table the
measurement distance may be calculated with the following formula: Measurement Distance
= √ Area of Sign sq. ft. x 100

(Ord. 2814, 5-28-09; Ord. 2817, 7-23-09; Ord. 3056, 02-25-16)

Table 1: Single-Family Low Density Residential
Zones
RE

PORTABLE
FREESTANDING

RP

R1

Not allowed

Not allowed

Not allowed

Residential Subdivision Entrances:
-32 sq. ft. maximum.
-Top of sign maximum 6’ above
grade.

Residential Subdivision Entrances:
-32 sq. ft. maximum.
-Top of sign maximum 6’ above
grade.32 sq. Ft.; top of sign 6’ above
grade

Residential Subdivision Entrances:
-32 sq. ft. maximum.
-Top of sign maximum 6’ above
grade.32 sq. Ft.; top of sign 6’ above
grade

BILLBOARDS

Not allowed

Not allowed

Not allowed

FREESTANDING SIGNS

Not allowed

Not allowed

Not allowed

Not allowed

Not allowed

Not allowed

MONUMENT SIGN

Not allowed

Not allowed

Not allowed

REVOLVING INTERIOR
ILLUMINATION,
NON- FLASHING

Not allowed

Not allowed

Not allowed

Not allowed, except as allowed
under the requirements of a home
occupation.

Not allowed, except as allowed
under the requirements of a home
occupation

Not allowed, except as allowed
under the requirements of a home
occupation

WALL

Not allowed

Not allowed

Not allowed

PROJECTING

Not allowed

Not allowed

Not allowed

AWNING SIGN

Not allowed

Not allowed

Not allowed

ROOF

Not allowed

Not allowed

Not allowed

WINDOW

Not allowed

Not allowed

Not allowed

SHOPPING CENTER
SIGNS

Not allowed

Not allowed

Not allowed

ELECTRONIC
MESSAGE CENTER

Schools only with conditional use
permit

Schools only with conditional use
permit

Schools only with conditional use
permit

ENTRANCE SIGNS
(1 per entrance)

(1 per street frontage)
FREESTANDING POLE
SIGN:

BUILDING SIGNS
(The allowed square footage
can be made up of any
combination of the following
sign types.)
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Table 2: Multi-FamilyMedium Density Residential
Zones
R2

PORTABLE
FREESTANDING

TN

RMH

Not allowed

Not allowed

Not allowed

Residential Subdivision Entrances:
-32 sq. ft. maximum.
-Top of sign maximum 6’ above
grade.
Commercial Uses:
-9 sq. ft. maximum
-Top of sign maximum 3' above
grade.

Residential Subdivision Entrances:
-32 sq. ft. maximum.
-Top of sign maximum 6’ above
grade.
Commercial Uses:
-9 sq. ft. maximum
-Top of sign maximum 3' above
grade.

Residential Subdivision Entrances:
-32 sq. ft. maximum.
-Top of sign maximum 6’ above
grade.

Not allowed

Not allowed

Not allowed

Commercial Uses:
1 sq. ft. per lineal ft. of building
frontage.

Commercial Uses:
1 sq. ft. per lineal ft. of building
frontage.

Not allowed

Not allowed

Not allowed

Not allowed

-64 sq. ft. maximum
-Top of sign maximum 6’ above
grade.

-64 sq. ft. maximum
-Top of sign maximum 6’ above
grade.

Not allowed

Not allowed

Not allowed

Not allowed

Commercial Uses:
Not to exceed ten (10) percent of the
total square footage of the building
elevation.

Commercial Uses:
Not to exceed ten (10) percent of the
total square footage of the building
elevation.

Not allowed

-No higher than top of building or
parapet wall.
-Cannot project more than 18"
beyond building wall or facade.
Must be parallel to wall.
-15 sq. ft. maximum.
-No higher than the top of building
or parapet.
Canvas or nylon awning that
includes the name of the business or
its logo, provided the lettering or
logo occupies no more than twenty
(20) percent of the surface area of
the awning

-No higher than top of building or
parapet wall.
-Cannot project more than 18"
beyond building wall or facadeMust be parallel to wall.
-15 sq. ft. maximum.
-No higher than the top of building
or parapet.
Canvas or nylon awning that
includes the name of the business or
its logo, provided the lettering or
logo occupies no more than twenty
(20) percent of the surface area of
the awning.

Not allowed

Not allowed

Not allowed

No more than 1/3 of the
transparency that contains the sign

No more than 1/3 of the
transparency that contains the sign

Not allowed

SHOPPING CENTER
SIGNS

Not allowed

Not allowed

Not allowed

ELECTRONIC
MESSAGE CENTER

Schools only with conditional use
permit

Schools only with conditional use
permit

Schools only with conditional use
permit

ENTRANCE SIGNS
(1 per entrance)

BILLBOARDS
FREESTANDING SIGNS
(1 per street frontage)
POLE SIGN:
MONUMENT SIGN
REVOLVING INTERIOR
ILLUMINATION,
NON- FLASHING

BUILDING SIGNS
(The allowed square footage
can be made up of any
combination of the following
sign types.)

WALL

PROJECTING

AWNING SIGN

ROOF
WINDOW

TITLE 7, CHAPTER 9 – SIGN CODE
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Table 3: High Density Residential Zones
R3

PORTABLE
FREESTANDING

Not allowed

(1 per entrance)

Residential Subdivision Entrances:
-32 sq. ft. maximum.
-Top of sign maximum 6’ above grade.

BILLBOARDS

Not allowed

FREESTANDING SIGNS

Not allowed

ENTRANCE SIGNS

(1 per street frontage)

R3A
Not allowed, except properties that fall under the
requirement of section 7-9-41.G
Residential Subdivision Entrances:
-32 sq. ft. maximum.
-Top of sign maximum 6’ above grade.
Commercial Uses:
-9 sq. ft. maximum
-Top of sign maximum 3' above grade.
Not allowed
Commercial Uses:
1 sq. ft. per lineal ft. of building frontage.
-Not to exceed two-hundred (200) square feet maximum.
-Top of sign maximum 15’ above grade.
Not to exceed two-hundred (200) square feet maximum
and not to exceed fifteen (15) feet above grade to top of
sign

POLE SIGN:

Not allowed

MONUMENT SIGN

Not allowed

REVOLVING INTERIOR
ILLUMINATION,
NON- FLASHING

Not allowed

Not allowed

Not allowed

Commercial Uses:
Not to exceed ten (10) percent of the total square footage
of the building elevation.

WALL

Not allowed

-No higher than top of building or parapet wall.
-Cannot project more than 18" beyond building wall or
facade. Must be parallel to wall.

PROJECTING

Not allowed

Not allowed

AWNING SIGN

Not allowed

Canvas or nylon awning that includes the name of the
business or its logo, provided the lettering or logo
occupies no more than twenty (20) percent of the surface
area of the awning.

ROOF

Not allowed

Not allowed

WINDOW

Not allowed

No more than 1/3 of the transparency that contains the
sign

SHOPPING CENTER
SIGNS

Not allowed

See section 7-9-38

ELECTRONIC
MESSAGE CENTER

Schools only with conditional use permit

See section 7-9-43

BUILDING SIGNS
(The allowed square footage
can be made up of any
combination of the following
sign types.)
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Table 34: Professional OfficeCommercial Zones
PB

PORTABLE
FREESTANDING

ENTRANCE SIGNS
(1 per entrance)

BILLBOARDS

FREESTANDING SIGNS
(1 per street frontage)

POLE SIGN

MONUMENT SIGN

REVOLVING INTERIOR
ILLUMINATION,
NON- FLASHING

-9 sq. ft.
maximum
-Top of sign
maximum 3'
above grade.

LC
-One per business.
-12 sq. ft.
maximum.
-6’ maximum
height
-3’ maximum
height in front
setback.
-9 sq. ft.
maximum
-Top of sign
maximum 3'
above grade.

CC
-One per business.
-12 sq. ft.
maximum.
-6’ maximum
height
-3’ maximum
height in front
setback.
-9 sq. ft.
maximum
-Top of sign
maximum 3'
above grade.

Not allowed

Not allowed

Not allowed

1 sq. ft. per lineal
ft. of building
frontage.

1 sq. ft. per lineal
ft. of building
frontage.

1 sq. ft. per lineal
ft. of building
frontage.

-Not to exceed
two-hundred
(200) square feet
maximum.
-Top of sign
maximum 15’
above grade.

-Not to exceed
six-hundred (600)
square feet
maximum.
-If the building
frontage is less
than one hundred
feet (100’), then
the maximum sign
area shall be one
hundred (100)
square feet.
-Top of sign
maximum 60’
above grade.

-Not to exceed
six-hundred (600)
square feet
maximum.
-If the building
frontage is less
than one hundred
feet (100’), then
the maximum sign
area shall be one
hundred (100)
square feet.
-Top of sign
maximum 60’
above grade.

HC
-One per business.
-12 sq. ft.
maximum.
-6’ maximum
height
-3’ maximum
height in front
setback.
-9 sq. ft.
maximum
-Top of sign
maximum 3'
above grade.
-300 sq. ft.
maximum
-Within 100 feet
of I-15: 672 sq. ft.
maximum
-LED and trivision billboards:
300 sq. ft. in all
locations except
672 sq. ft. within
100 feet of I-15,
-45 ft. from grade
to top of sign
-See Section 7-949 for additional
restrictions.
1 sq. ft. per lineal
ft. of building
frontage times the
number of
habitable floors.
-Not to exceed
six-hundred (600)
square feet
maximum.
-If the building
frontage is less
than one hundred
feet (100’), then
the maximum sign
area shall be one
hundred (100)
square feet.
-Top of sign
maximum 60’
above grade.

Same as Pole Sign

Same as Pole Sign

Same as Pole Sign

Same as Pole Sign

Same as Pole Sign

Not allowed

-Visible portion
area, 400 sq. ft.
maximum.
-Top of sign
maximum
60’above grade
-Light globes not
to exceed 40 watts
-10 RPM
maximum

-Visible portion
area, 400 sq. ft.
maximum.
-Top of sign
maximum
60’above grade
-Light globes not
to exceed 40 watts
-10 RPM
maximum

-Visible portion
area, 400 sq. ft.
maximum.
-Top of sign
maximum
60’above grade
-Light globes not
to exceed 40 watts
-10 RPM
maximum

Not allowed

Not allowed,
except properties
that fall under the
requirement of
Section 7-9-41.G
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PT
Not allowed,
except properties
that fall under the
requirement of
Section 7-9-41.G
-9 sq. ft.
maximum
-Top of sign
maximum 3'
above grade.

Not allowed

1 sq. ft. per lineal
ft. of building
frontage.

-Not to exceed
two-hundred
(200) square feet
maximum.
-Top of sign
maximum 20’
above grade.
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PB

BUILDING SIGNS
(The allowed square footage
can be made up of any
combination of the following
sign types.)

WALL

PROJECTING

AWNING SIGN

ROOF

Not to exceed ten
(10) percent of the
total area of the
building front.
-No higher than
top of building or
parapet wall.
-Cannot project
more than 18"
beyond building
wall or facade.
Must be parallel
to wall.

Not allowed

Canvas or nylon
awning that
includes the name
of the business or
its logo, provided
the lettering or
logo occupies no
more than twenty
(20) percent of the
surface area of the
awning.

NOT
ALLOWEDNot
allowed

SHOPPING CENTER
SIGNS

No more than 1/3
of the
transparency that
contains the sign
See Section 7-938NOT
ALLOWED

ELECTRONIC MESSAGE
CENTER

See Section 7-943

WINDOW
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LC
Not to exceed
twenty (20)
percent of the
total area of the
building front.
-No higher than
top of building or
parapet wall.
-Cannot project
more than 18"
beyond building
wall or facade.
Must be parallel
to wall.

HC
Not to exceed
twenty (20)
percent of the
total area of the
building front.
-No higher than
top of building or
parapet wall.
-Cannot project
more than 18"
beyond building
wall or facade.
Must be parallel
to wall.

Canvas or nylon
awning that
includes the name
of the business or
its logo, provided
the lettering or
logo occupies no
more than twenty
(20) percent of the
surface area of the
awning.
-One per street
frontage.
-Maximum area
200 sq. ft. per
visible area.
-10 ft. above roof
maximum.
-Must be designed
as part of the
building with all
structural
members
enclosed.
No more than 1/3
of the
transparency that
contains the sign

CC
Not to exceed
twenty (20)
percent of the
total area of the
building front.
-No higher than
top of building or
parapet wall.
-Cannot project
more than 18"
beyond building
wall or facade.
Must be parallel
to wall.
-15 sq. ft.
maximum.
-No higher than
top of the building
or parapet.
-See 7-9-47.F for
additional
restrictions.
Canvas or nylon
awning that
includes the name
of the business or
its logo, provided
the lettering or
logo occupies no
more than twenty
(20) percent of the
surface area of the
awning.
-One per street
frontage.
-Maximum area
200 sq. ft. per
visible area.
-10 ft. above roof
maximum.
-Must be designed
as part of the
building with all
structural
members
enclosed.
No more than 1/3
of the
transparency that
contains the sign

Canvas or nylon
awning that
includes the name
of the business or
its logo, provided
the lettering or
logo occupies no
more than twenty
(20) percent of the
surface area of the
awning.
-One per street
frontage.
-Maximum area
200 sq. ft. per
visible area.
-10 ft. above roof
maximum.
-Must be designed
as part of the
building with all
structural
members
enclosed.
No more than 1/3
of the
transparency that
contains the sign

Canvas or nylon
awning that
includes the name
of the business or
its logo, provided
the lettering or
logo occupies no
more than twenty
(20) percent of the
surface area of the
awning.

See Section 7-938

See Section 7-938

See Section 7-938

See Section 7-938

See Section 7-943

See Section 7-943

See Section 7-943

See Section 7-943

-40 sq. ft.
maximum.
-No higher than
top of the building
or parapet.

-40 sq. ft.
maximum.
-No higher than
top of the building
or parapet.

PT
Not to exceed ten
(10) percent of the
total area of the
building front.
-No higher than
top of building or
parapet wall.
-Cannot project
more than 18"
beyond building
wall or facade.
Must be parallel
to wall.

Not allowed

Not allowed

No more than 1/3
of the
transparency that
contains the sign
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Table 7: Industrial/Manufacturing and Special
Purpose Zones
PORTABLE
FREESTANDING

ENTRANCE SIGNS

BILLBOARDS

FREESTANDING
SIGNS
(1 per street frontage)

POLE SIGN

MONUMENT SIGN

REVOLVING INTERIOR
ILLUMINATION,
NON- FLASHING

LM
-One per business.
-12 sq. ft. maximum.
-6’ maximum height
-3’ maximum height in front
setback.
-9 sq. ft. maximum
-Top of sign maximum 3' above
grade.

I&M-1
-One per business.
-12 sq. ft. maximum.
-6’ maximum height
-3’ maximum height in front
setback.
-9 sq. ft. maximum
-Top of sign maximum 3' above
grade.

-480 sq. ft. maximum
-Within 100 of I-15: 672 sq. ft.
maximum
-LED and tri-vision billboards:
300 sq. ft. in all locations except
672 sq. ft. within 100 feet of I-15,
-45 ft. from grade to top of sign,
-See Section 7-9-49 for additional
restrictions.

-480 sq. ft. maximum
-Within 100 of I-15: 672 sq. ft.
maximum
-LED and tri-vision billboards:
300 sq. ft. in all locations except
672 sq. ft. within 100 feet of I-15,
-45 ft. from grade to top of sign,
-See Section 7-9-49 for additional
restrictions.

1 sq. ft. per lineal ft. of building
frontage.

1 sq. ft. per lineal ft. of building
frontage.

-Not to exceed six-hundred (600)
square feet maximum.
-If the building frontage is less
than one hundred feet (100’), then
the maximum sign area shall be
one hundred (100) square feet.
-Top of sign maximum 60’ above
grade.
Same as Pole Sign
-Visible portion area, 400 sq. ft.
maximum.
-Top of sign maximum 60’above
grade
-Light globes not to exceed 40
watts
-10 RPM maximum

-Not to exceed six-hundred (600)
square feet maximum.
-If the building frontage is less
than one hundred feet (100’), then
the maximum sign area shall be
one hundred (100) square feet.
-Top of sign maximum 60’ above
grade.
Same as Pole Sign
-Visible portion area, 400 sq. ft.
maximum.
-Top of sign maximum 60’above
grade
-Light globes not to exceed 40
watts
-10 RPM maximum

Not to exceed twenty (20) percent
of the total area of the building
front.

Not to exceed twenty (20) percent
of the total area of the building
front.

-No higher than top of building or
parapet wall.
-Cannot project more than 18"
beyond building wall or facade.
Must be parallel to wall.
-40 sq. ft. maximum.
-No higher than top of the
building or parapet.
Canvas or nylon awning that
includes the name of the business
or its logo, provided the lettering
or logo occupies no more than
twenty (20) percent of the surface
area of the awning.

-No higher than top of building or
parapet wall.
-Cannot project more than 18"
beyond building wall or facade.
Must be parallel to wall.
-40 sq. ft. maximum.
-No higher than top of the
building or parapet.
Canvas or nylon awning that
includes the name of the business
or its logo, provided the lettering
or logo occupies no more than
twenty (20) percent of the surface
area of the awning.

R&D
Not allowed, except properties that
fall under the requirement of
Section 7-9-41.G
-9 sq. ft. maximum
-Top of sign maximum 3' above
grade.

Not allowed

1 sq. ft. per lineal ft. of building
frontage.

-Not to exceed two-hundred (200)
square feet maximum.
-Top of sign maximum 15’ above
grade.

Same as Pole Sign

Not allowed

BUILDING SIGNS
(The allowed square footage
can be made up of any
combination of the following
sign types.)

WALL

PROJECTING

AWNING SIGN
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Not to exceed ten (10) percent of
the total area of the building front.
-No higher than top of building or
parapet wall.
-Cannot project more than 18"
beyond building wall or facade.
Must be parallel to wall.
Not allowed
Canvas or nylon awning that
includes the name of the business
or its logo, provided the lettering
or logo occupies no more than
twenty (20) percent of the surface
area of the awning.
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ROOF

WINDOW

ELECTRONIC
MESSAGE CENTER
ENTRANCE SIGNS

BILLBOARDS

FREESTANDING
POLE SIGN

PORTABLE
FREESTANDING
PROJECTING
REVOLVING
INTERIOR
ILLUMINATION,
NON- FLASHING
ROOF

LM
-One per street frontage.
-Maximum area 200 sq. ft. per
visible area.
-10 ft. above roof maximum.
-Must be designed as part of the
building with all structural
members enclosed.

I&M-1
-One per street frontage.
-Maximum area 200 sq. ft. per
visible area.
-10 ft. above roof maximum.
-Must be designed as part of the
building with all structural
members enclosed.

R&D

No more than 1/3 of the
transparency that contains the sign

No more than 1/3 of the
transparency that contains the sign

No more than 1/3 of the
transparency that contains the sign

See Section 7-9-43

See Section 7-9-43

See Section 7-9-43

See Section 7-9-38

See Section 7-9-38

Not allowed

9 sq. ft.; Top of sign 3' above
grade.
480 sq. ft., Within 100 of I-15: 672
sq. ft., LED billboards and trivision: 300 sq. ft. in all locations
except 672 sq. ft. within 100 feet
of I-15, 45 ft. from grade to top of
sign, 750 feet from nearest
billboard, Snake River nearest
boundary of Idaho Falls Greenbelt
and land owned by the City of
Idaho Falls adjacent to the River,
or from properties/ districts listed
on National Register of Historic
Places, 500 feet from nearest
residential zone. No stacking or
side by side billboards. See Section
7-9-50 for additional restrictions.
1 sq. ft. per lineal ft. of building
frontage; maximum of 600 sq. ft.
per sign, per side if double faced;
If the building frontage is less than
one hundred feet (100’), then the
maximum sign area shall be one
hundred (100) square feet.
Maximum height of 60 feet.
One per business. 12 square feet
per side. 6 feet maximum height;
over 3 feet high, cannot be in front
setback.
15 sq. ft. maximum, No higher
than 20 feet.
Visible portion area – 400 sq. ft.
maximum, 60 ft. from grade to top
of sign; light globes not to exceed
40 watts; 10 RPM maximum
One per street frontage. Maximum
area 200 sq. ft. per visible area. 10
ft. above roof. Must be designed as
part of the building with all
structural members enclosed.

SHOPPING CENTER
SIGNS

See Section 7-9-38

WALL

Not to exceed twenty (20) percent
of the total area of the building
front. No higher than top of
building or parapet wall. Cannot
project more than 18" beyond
building wall or facade. Must be
parallel to wall.
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IDAHO FALLS PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION
STAFF REPORT
Zoning Ordinance Amendments
June 19, 2018

Community
Development
Services

Applicant: City
of Idaho Falls

Staff Recommendation: To recommend to the Mayor and City Council
approval of the amendment language to the Zoning Ordinance.

Attachments:
1. Proposed
Amendment
Language

Staff Comments: With all new codes there come minor adjustments as
they are applied to real life situations. The following are proposed
changes in the Zoning Ordinance.
1. Adding the PT overlay to Table 11-2-2 Allowed Uses in
Commercial Zones. This change was made to consolidate where
you would need to look for allowed uses for commercial zones. It
also allowed the PT overlay uses to become in line with the uses
of the other zones, prior they were defined differently.
2. Adding a definition of Vehicle Washing Facility and adding it to
Table 11-2-2 Allowed Uses in Commercial Zones and Table 112-3 Allowed Uses in Industrial Zones. We have had a lot of
interest in this use and realized that it wasn’t clear where they
were allowed by definition. Staff felt the best way to address this
use was to create its own definition.
3. Removing Industry, Light as a permitted use in the LC zone. Staff
felt that this was too intense of a use in the Limited Commercial
Zone
4. Changing the title and definition of Warehouse, Wholesale.
Includes making adjustment in the use tables. The use of the word
wholesale was too restrictive in the multiple types of warehousing
that might need to be included in this definition.
5. 11-2-6N. Deleting the restriction of a maximum footprint for an
accessory dwelling unit. It is redundant as is addressed through
square foot restrictions and parking requirements. This change
will help to simplify the process for determining how large an
accessory dwelling may be on a property.
6. 11-3-4A. Clarifying the way to calculate the average lot size for
Subdivisions in the TN zone. Staff felt removing the common lot
from the average lot size of a TN zoned subdivision will help to
achieve the intent of the zone. Also, lots designated for storm
water or landscaped lots do not get calculated into average lot size
for other zones.
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7. 11-3-4B. Including a rear setback for non-residential uses in the R3A zone. This setback was in the
previous zoning ordinance and inadvertently removed with the updates. This change will
reestablish the non-residential setback in the R3A zone.
8. 11-3-4D. Correction in Table 11-3-4: Prior RP and RP-A Accessory Building Setbacks. The side
and rear setbacks of the RP-A zone need to be corrected to 5 feet for accessory buildings. The table
had incorrect information from the previous ordinance for accessory structures in the RP-A zone.
This change addresses the issue.
9. 11-3-4E6. Broadening the applicability of development standards for commercial uses in the TN
zone to include all commercial uses. The intent of the development standards for commercial uses
in the TN zone is to help protect the residential uses. Staff feels that it should apply to all uses and
not only specific ones.
10. 11-5-1: PT Planned Transition Zone. These changes were to reduce duplication in standards and
align defined uses in the PT zone with the uses for other zones. The PT zone was not adjusted from
the previous zone to the new zone and these changes makes these adjustments.
a. Referencing uses to Table 11-2-2: Allowed uses in Commercial Zones.
b. Adjusting the performance standards to remove anything that is already required for all
commercial or multi-unit residential.
11. Adjustments to the definitions of Industry, Heavy and Industry, Light. The definitions didn’t
address the need for industrial uses to distribute products and parts associated with industrial uses.
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Proposed Land Use Classification
Religious Institution*

RE

RP

R1

R2

TN

RMH

R3

R3A

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

P

P

Residential Care Facility
Retail

P*

C

School*

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

Short Term Rental*

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

Transite Station

P

11-2-4: ALLOWED USES IN COMMERCIAL ZONES.
Table 11-2-2: Allowed Uses in Commercial Zones
P = permitted use. C = conditional use. A blank denotes a use that is not allowed in that zone.
*Indicates uses that are subject to specific land use provisions set forth in the Standards for Allowed Land Uses Section of this
Chapter.

Proposed Land Use Classification
Accessory use*

PB

CC

Commercial
LC

P

HC

PT
P

P

P

P

Amusement Center, Indoor

P

P

P

Amusement Center, Indoor Shooting
Range*

P

P

P

P

P

P

Amusement Center, Outdoor*

P

Animal Care Clinic*

P

Animal Care Facility*

P

Bed and Breakfast*

P

P

P

Boarding /Rooming House

P

P

P

Building Material, Garden and Farm
Supplies

P

P

Cemetery*

C

C

C

Club*

P

P

P

Communication Facility

P

P

P

P

P

P

Day Care, all Types*

P

Drinking establishment

P

Drive-through Establishment *

P*

P

P

P

P

P

P

Dwelling, accessory unit *

P

P

P

P

Dwelling, multi-unit*

P

P

P

Dwelling, two unit

P

Eating establishment

P

P

P

Eating Establishment, limited

P

P

P

P

P

Financial Institutions

P

P

P

P

P

Entertainment and Cultural Facilities

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

Equipment Sales, Rental and Services
Food Processing, small scale

P

Food store
Health Care and Social Services

P

Higher Education Center
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Proposed Land Use Classification

PB

CC

LC

HC

PT

Home Occupation*

P

P

P

P

P

Hospital*

C

C

C

C

C

Industry, craftsman

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

C

P

P

P

P

P

P

Industry, light
Information Technology
Laundry and Dry Cleaning

P

Live-Work*
Lodging Facility

P

Mortuary
Park, and recreation facility*

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

Parking Facility

P

P

P

P

Pawn Shop

P

Personal Service

P

P

P

P

P

Professional Service

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

Public Service Facility*

C

C

C

C

C

Public Service Facility, Limited

P

P

P

P

P

Public Service Use

P

P

P

P

P

Planned Unit Development*

Recreation Vehicle Park*

P

P

Religious Institution*
Residential Care Facility

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

Retail

P

P

P

P

School*

P

P

P

P

Short Term Rental*

P

P

Fuel Station

P

P

P

P

Fuel Station, Super

C

P

P

Storage Facility, self-service

P

Storage Yard*

P

Transit Station

P

Vehicle and Equipment Sales

P

P

P

P

Vehicle Body Shop

P
P

P

Vehicle Repair and Service

P

Vehicle Sales, Rental and Service

P

Vehicle Washing Facility

P

P

C

P

P
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P

11-2-5: ALLOWED USES IN INDUSTRIAL AND SPECIAL PURPOSE ZONES.
Table 11-2-3: Allowed Uses in Industrial Zones
P = permitted use. C = conditional use. A blank denotes a use that is not allowed in that zone.
*Indicates uses that are subject to specific land use provisions set forth in the Standards for Allowed Land Uses Section of this
Chapter.

Industrial
Proposed Land Use Classification

LM

I&M

Special Purpose
R&D
P

Accessory Use, Day Care*

P

P

Accessory use, Fuel Station*

P

P

P

Accessory use, Wholesale

P

P

P

Accessory Use, Storage Yard*

P

P

P

Accessory Use

P

P

P

Airport

P

Agriculture*

C

P

C

Agriculture Tourism

C

P

C

Amusement Center

P

P

Amusement Center, Indoor Shooting
Range*

P

P

Amusement Center, Outdoor*

P

P

Adult Business*

C

P

Animal Care Clinic*

P

P

Animal Care Facility*

P

P

Artist Studio

P

P

Auction, Livestock

C

Building Contactor Shop

P

P

Building Material, Garden and
Equipment

P

P

Club*

P

P

Communication Facility

P

P

Correctional Facility or Jail

C

P

Day Care*

P

P

Drinking Establishment

P

P

Drive-through establishment*

P

P

Dwelling, accessory unit*

P

P

Eating establishment

P

P

Cemetery*

C

Eating Establishment, limited

P

P

Equipment assembly and sales

P

P

Financial Institution

P

P

Food Processing, small scale
processing with or without sales

P

P

Food Products, Processing, with or
without retail sales

P
P

P
P

P

Food store

P

P

Fuel Station, Super

P

P
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Proposed Land Use Classification

LM

I&M

Health Care and Social Services

R&D

P

P

Higher Education Facilities

P

Hospital*

C

P
C

Industry, Craftsman

P

P

Industry, Heavy

P

P

Industry, Light

P

P

Information Technology

P

P

Laundry and Dry Cleaning

P

P

Lodging Facility

P

Medical Support Facilities

P

Parking Facility

P

C

P
C
P

P

P

Park and Recreation Facility*

P

Pawn Shop

P

P

Personnel Service

P

P

Professional Service

P

P

P

Public Service Facility*

P

P

C

C

Public Service Facility, Limited

P

P

P

P

Public Service Use

P

P

P

P

Railroad Freight Terminal and Station

P

Recreational Vehicle Park*

C

Research and Development Business

P

P

Retail

P

P

Storage Facility, self-service

P

P

Storage Yard*

P

P

Terminal Yard, Trucking and Bus

P

P

Transit Station

P

P

Vehicle and Equipment Sales

P

P

Vehicle Body Shop

P

P

Vehicle Sales

P

P

Vehicle Washing Facility

P

P

Warehouse, Wholesale

P

P

Warehouse, Wholesale with flammable
materials

P

P

P
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(4)

Night lighting on the site shall be directed away from other properties.

(5)

Safe pedestrian and vehicle access and circulation on the site and between contiguous properties
shall be demonstrated as follows:

(6)

(a)

Access by the pedestrian customer shall be provided contiguous to the public right-of-way;
and

(b)

Vehicle stacking lanes shall have sufficient capacity to prevent obstruction of the public
right-of-way by patrons. The stacking lane shall be a separate lane from the circulation
lanes needed for access and parking.

In the PB Zone drive-throughs will not be allowed for eating establishments.

(N) Dwelling, Accessory Unit.
(1)

(2)

The accessory dwelling unit may be configured as follows:
(a)

As an integral portion of a principal dwelling unit on any floor or basement; or

(b)

As an attached structure to the principal dwelling unit; or

(c)

As a separate structure; or

(d)

As an integral portion of any floor of a structure in an Industrial or Commercial Zone.

The accessory dwelling unit shall comply with the following dimensional and design requirements:
(a)

The maximum footprint of an attached or separate structure that contains an accessory
dwelling plus the area of required parking for the accessory dwelling shall not be larger
than ten percent (10%) of the lot area.

(ba) The maximum size of the accessory dwelling is seven hundred and fifty (750) sq. ft., and
not more than one (1) bedroom.

(3)

(b)

The structure that contains an accessory dwelling shall meet all required dimensional
standards for the zone

(c)

The accessory dwelling structure shall be well-matched in height, bulk, and site location
with the adjoining neighborhood.

(d)

As an attached structure the accessory dwelling unit shall be designed together with the
principal dwelling in such a way as to resemble that of a single-unit dwelling.

(e)

As an attached or separate structure the accessory dwelling unit shall be designed with the
same architectural design, style and appearance of the principal dwelling unit.

(f)

If included as part of the primary structure, only one (1) entrance to the primary structure
may be located on the front building elevation except for structures where multiple
entrances already exist. If multiple entrances exist then the accessory dwelling may utilize
an existing entrance on the front building elevation.

(g)

The accessory dwelling unit shall have a separate entrance from the primary dwelling,
meet the building code requirements for a separate unit, and be functionally separate from
the primary dwelling.

One (1) parking space shall be required for the accessory dwelling in addition to the existing
minimum parking requirement for the principal dwelling unit. A driveway apron may be used for
this requirement. Conversion of a garage into an accessory unit is not permitted unless required
parking can be provided on the lot.
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maintained in harmony with residential uses. This zone should be located along major streets such as
arterials and collectors.
(H) RMH Residential Mobile and Manufactured Home Zone. This zone provides a residential zone
which is characterized by a medium density residential environment. A manufactured or mobile
home subdivision, mobile home park, or travel trailer park are special facilities specifically designed
to accommodate mobile or recreational vehicles which may not conform to the requirements for
permanent location within other residential Zones within the City are allowed within this zone.

11-3-4: STANDARDS FOR RESIDENTIAL ZONES.
Table 11-3-1: Standards for Residential Zones
RE
RP
Lot Area
Lot Area Minimum in ft2
Lot Area Maximum in ft2

1 acre*

12,000

R1

R2

TN

R3

R3A

RMH

7,000

6,000*

3,000*

5,000*

5,000

5,000

13,500*

Site Width
Site Width at Front Setback,
Minimum in ft.

150

60

50

50

25

50

50

50

40

30*

25*

20*

15*

15

15

30

Setbacks, Minimum in ft.
Front
Front Maximum in ft.
Side
Rear

20*
20

7.5/10*

6*

6*

5

6*

6*

10

40

25

25

25

10

25*

25*

25*

30
40
40
80
50
80
80
Maximum Lot Coverage in %
Maximum Building Height
24
24
24
24
*
in ft*
Maximum Density in gross
1
4
6
17
15
35
35
units/acre
*See explanations, exceptions and qualifications in Section 11-3-4A,B,C,D of this Zoning Code.

40

Lot Coverage, Building
Height, and Density
24
8

(A) Minimum and Maximum Lot Area.
(1)

In the R1 Zone, the maximum lot size shall be thirteen thousand five hundred square feet (13,500
ft2), except for corner lots, wedge-shaped lots in cul-de-sacs, or other unusual shaped lots. This
shall also not apply to conditional uses such as schools and religious institutions.

(2)

In the R2 zone, seven hundred and fifty square feet (750 ft2) shall be added to the minimum
required area for each additional dwelling unit.

(3)

In the TN Zone, the minimum maximum lot area for subdivisions approved after the adoption of
this Code, April 12, 2018, shall be an average of maximum of six thousand two hundred and fifty
square feet (6,250 ft2) in order to encourage a mix of lot sizes and dwelling types. Any common
open space area shall be distributed equally among the lots in the calculation of the average
minimum lot size.
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(B) Minimum and Maximum Setbacks.
(1)

Properties zoned RP and RP-A prior to the adoption of this Zoning Code shall meet the setbacks
required at the time they were approved. A listing of applicable subdivisions can be found in the
Section 11-7-2. The applicable setbacks required at the time they were approved are as follows.
Table 11-3-2: Prior RP & RP-A Setbacks
RP

RP-A

Front

30

30

Side
Rear

20

10

25

25

Setbacks – Minimum in ft.

(2)

In the RP and R1 Zones, a minimum front setback of twenty feet (20’) is permitted for lots which
have their principal frontage on a turning circle of a cul-de-sac or the bulb of a ninety degree
(90°) turn.

(3)

In the RP Zone, the side setback shall be a minimum of seven and a half feet (7.5’) for singlestory structures and a minimum of ten feet (10’) for two-story structure.

(4)

In the TN Zone, the maximum front yard setback may be exceeded for residences that face a
common open space area that fronts on the contiguous street and as otherwise permitted by
Supplemental Standards for the TN Zone.

(5)

In the RMH Zone, a minimum rear yard of fifteen feet (15’) may be permitted, if one of the
required side yards is a minimum twenty five feet (25’).

(6)

In the R3A Zone, non-residential buildings shall have a rear setback of at least ten feet (10’).

(C) Maximum Lot Coverage, Building Height, and Density.
(1)

Public use, public service facility, school and religious institutions may be erected to any height,
provided the building is set back from the required building setback lines at least one foot (1’)
for each additional foot of building height above the maximum height permitted in the Zone.

(2)

In the RE, RP, R1 and RMH Zones lot coverage shall only include those areas under roofs.

(3)

For multi-unit or commercial uses lot coverage shall include all areas under roofs and paved
surfaces, including driveways, walks, and parking areas. The remaining lot area shall be
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landscaped as required by this Code.
(D) Dimensional Standards for Accessory Structures in Residential Zones.
Table 11-3-3: Dimensional Standards for Accessory Structures in Residential Zones
RE

RP

R1

R2

TN

R3

R3A

RMH

40

30

25

20

25

20

15

25

Setbacks – Minimum in ft.
Front

20
0/7.5*
0/6*
0/6*
0/5*
0/6*
0/6*
0/10*
Side
40*
0*
0*
0*
0*
0*
0*
0*
Rear
12/24*
12/24*
12/24*
12/24*
12/24*
Building height- Maximum
in ft.
30
30
30
30
30
30
Lot coverage of the rear yard,
maximum %
*See explanations, exceptions and qualifications that follow in Section 11-3-4D (1-5) of this Zoning Code.

(1)

In residential zones, accessory structures which are more than twelve feet (12’) in height must
meet the same setbacks as primary buildings.

(2)

In all residential zones, except the RE Zone, side yard requirements for accessory buildings
shall be the same as for main buildings, except that no side yard shall be required for accessory
buildings which are located more than twelve feet (12’) in the rear of the main building.

(3)

The rear yard setback shall be three feet (3’) on lots in any residential zone in which the rear yard
is contiguous to an alley.

(4)

In the RMH Zone, a minimum rear yard of fifteen feet (15’) is permitted if one (1) of the required
side-yards is a minimum of twenty five feet (25’).

(5)

Properties zoned RP and RP-A prior to the adoption of this Zoning Code shall meet the setbacks
required at the time they were approved. A listing of applicable subdivisions can be found in the
Section 11-7-2. The applicable setbacks required at the time they were approved are as follows:
Table 11-3-4: Prior RP and RP-A Accessory Building Setbacks
RP

RP-A

Setbacks – Minimum in ft.
30
Front
20
Side
25
Rear
*See explanations, exceptions and qualifications that follow in
3-4D(1,3) of this Zoning Code.

30
85*
255*

Section11-

(E) Supplemental standards for the TN Zone.
(1)

Streetscape.
(a)

In subdivisions recorded after the adoption of this Code, April 12, 2018, sidewalks shall be
detached from the curb with planting strips provided to accommodate street tree planting
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in accordance with the standards in Section 11-4-4G (3).
(b)

(2)

In subdivisions recorded before the adoption of this Code, April 12, 2018, detached
sidewalks, planting strips and existing street trees shall be maintained. If trees must be
removed because of disease or age, replacements shall be provided by the property owner
subject to approval of the City Forester.

Entryways and Pathway Connections.
(a)

All structures shall have one (1) primary entry that faces the street and a pathway that
connects the entry with the sidewalk.

(b)

Exceptions to the entryway requirements are allowed for dwelling units that face a common
open space area which is open to the street.

(c)

A front porch, with a minimum depth of six feet (6’), may encroach five feet (5’) into the
front yard setback.

(3) Building Massing, Scale and Form.
(a)

For in-fill development or additions to existing structures, the building shall not exceed
the tallest height or greatest width of other residences on both sides of the street within the
same block.

(b)

For new development (including additions to existing structures), the primary building face
that fronts the street shall not exceed twenty five feet (25’) in width or the front facade shall
be divided into subordinate wall planes or modular sections that do not exceed a total of an
aggregate of twenty five feet (25’).

(c)

Building forms shall consist of simple rectangular shapes and height from finished floor to
finished floor shall not exceed twelve feet (12’).

(d)

Roof forms shall be gabled, hipped or shed. Flat roofs are not prohibited but discouraged
(unless flat roofs are the predominant roof form in the neighborhood).

(4)

Additions to Existing Structures. Additions to existing structures shall be the same or compatible
with the existing structure (e.g. building materials, windows, doors, and form of the building and
roof).

(5)

Residential Parking Features. In order to prevent parking, garages, driveways and curb-cuts
from becoming the primary feature of residential buildings or property, the following shall apply:
(a)

Whenever feasible, driveways, garages, and parking areas shall be accessed from an alley.

(b)

Garages, with garage doors that face the street, shall not extend forward of the front face of
the primary structure.

(c)

A garage door that is visible from the public street should blend with the façade and
architectural elements of the structure.

(d)

Required parking should be provided from the alley for in-fill development located with
alley access.

(e)

In new development, private alleys are encouraged and can be allowed with a reduced
setback from the alley, reduction in parking requirements, or an allowance for tandem
parking.

(f)

Shared garage parking shall not exceed four (4) garage doors per building and shall be
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similar in exterior design to the dwelling units in the development.

(6)

(g)

Surface parking areas shall not be located in clusters of more than four (4) spaces.

(h)

Surface parking areas shall be screened from public streets and adjacent residential uses by
landscaping or architectural screening.

(i)

Driveway curb-cuts shall be sized for a single-car width, ten feet (10’) maximum. The
driveway width shall not increase beyond ten feet (10’) until the driveway extends beyond
the front setback.

Commercial Uses in the TN Zone.
(a)

Applicability.
(i)

These standards apply to the followingall non-residential uses in the TN Zone.:
Animal Care Clinic; Artist Studio; Day Care, Center; Limited Eating Establishment;
Financial Institutions; Food Processing, Small Scale; Food Store; Fuel Station;
Laundry and Dry-Cleaning; Personal and Professional Service; and Retail.

(ii) These standards are in addition to any other applicable requirements to the specific
use in all zones.
(b)

Purpose. The purposes of these standards are to create commercial developments that are:
(i)

Compatible with the surrounding residential neighborhood;

(ii) Pedestrian in scale with buildings massing at the street and intersections; and
(iii) Connected to the neighborhood with pedestrian access and with a seamless interface
with the surrounding neighborhood.
(c)

Location of Commercial Uses.
(i)

Commercial uses in the TN zone shall be a permitted use within existing commercial
structures without substantial exterior remodeling or expansion of the existing
building; or

(ii) Commercial uses in the TN zone shall be a permitted use on parcels that have frontage
on Elm, Elva, and G Streets, Holmes Avenue, S. Boulevard, and Lomax Street; or
(iii) Commercial uses shall be permitted by conditional use permit for parcels that do not
have frontage on Elm, Elva, and G Streets, Holmes Avenue, S. Boulevard, and Lomax
Street provided that the use is conducted only within an existing building. Any
commercial use requiring the construction of a new building for a use not otherwise
permitted shall not be permitted.
(d)

Dimensional Standards.
(i)

The maximum building footprint should be five-thousand square feet (5,000 ft2).

(ii) Generally, the maximum height of a building shall be two-stories.
(iii) Buildings three (3) stories in height are encouraged at the corners of street intersections.
(iv) Buildings shall provide a transition in height to contiguous residential use. When a
building is located between five feet (5’) and twenty feet (20’) from a property line
contiguous to a residential use, the building height may be a maximum of twelve feet
(12’). At twenty feet (20’) from the property line, the building may be a maximum
of twenty five feet (25’) in height. After thirty feet (30’) from the property line, a
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CHAPTER 5
OVERLAY ZONES REGULATIONS
11-5-1:
11-5-2:

PT Planned Transition Zone
Wireless Communications Towers and Antennas

11-5-1: PT PLANNED TRANSITION ZONE.
(A) Purpose. The purpose of the PT Planned Transition Zones is designed to maintain land use compatibility
and enhance the functioning of arterial streets by requiring conformity to performance standards as set
forth in this Section.
(B) Allowed Uses and Structures. See Table 11-2-2: Allowed uses in Commercial Zones. Multi-unit
residential and commercial uses except as noted below, and accessory structures and utilities.
(1)

The Standard Land Use Coding Manual, 1977 Edition, shall be used when identifying uses
that are not allowed in the PT zone. Uses not allowed include classifications 521 (Lumber
and other building materials – retails), 5211 (Lumber yards – retail), 5212 (Building materials
– retail), 5252 (Farm equipment 0 retail), 5511 (Motor vehicles [new and used cars] – retail),
5512 (Motor vehicles [used cars only] – retail), 5520 (Tires, batteries, and accessories – retail),
5591 (Marine craft and accessories – retail), 5592 (Aircraft and accessories – retail), 5599
(other retail trade – automotive, marine craft, aircraft, and accessories, NEC), 582 (Drinking
places [alcoholic beverages], 5820 (Drinking places [alcoholic beverages], 598 (Fuel and ice
– retail), 637 (Warehousing and storage services), 641 (Automobile repair and services), 662
(Special construction and trade services), 674 (Correctional Institutions), 675 (Military bases
and reservations), 721 (Entertainment Assembly), 722 (Sports assembly), 731 (Fairgrounds and
amusement parks), 739 (Other amusements, NEC).

(C) General Requirements.
(1)

No use shall be made of any property within the PT Zone without prior application and approval
as set forth in Chapter 6 Administration of this Code.

(2)

All development in the PT Zone shall comply with the requirements of this Code and the City of
Idaho Falls Subdivision Ordinance, except where the performance standards established in this
Section impose more stringent requirements, then the performance standards shall control.

(D) Dimensional Standards.
(1)

Minimum Size. All development sites shall have a minimum size of at least thirty-thousand
square feet (30,000 ft2). A waiver from the minimum lot size may granted subject to the
provisions for review set forth in Section 11-6-5H.

(2)

Maximum Lot Coverage. Maximum lot coverage shall be fifty percent (50%) for multi-unit
residential uses and seventy percent (70%) for commercial uses.

(3)

Maximum Building Height. Maximum building height shall not be any higher than four feet (4')
above the highest point of any building located on any property contiguous to the proposed use.

(4)

Exceptions to the dimensional standards may be approved as set forth in Chapter 6 Administration
of this Code.
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(E) Performance Standards.
(1)

(2)

(3)

Access and Connections. All uses shall be designed to provide the following:
(a)

Adequate access for emergency or public service vehicles and equipment.

(b)

Shared functional connections with adjoining uses, including shared access from the street,
shared parking and service access, and shared pedestrian circulation between uses.

(c)

Sidewalks along streets and a safe and adequate system of pedestrian circulation within the
property.

(d)

Safe vehicular and pedestrian safety access to and from the site.

Traffic Generation. No uses shall generate traffic which:
(a)

Decreases the level of service (LOS) one (1) level on the external street system, as
defined in the most recent edition of the “Highway Capacity Manual,” published by the
Transportation Research Board.

(b)

Is more than the capacity of the public streets serving it or of its own proposed access
points to those streets.

Lighting.
(a)

All sources of illumination shall be directed and, when necessary, shielded to avoid direct
glare onto adjacent properties.

(b)

No commercial use shall cause a level of illumination exceeding one-half foot (0.5’)
candles on any part of a contiguous residential area.

(41) Buffering. All uses shall be effectively buffered to screen adjoining streets or uses from sight,
sound, micro climatic or other adverse impacts. Such buffers shall be installed in accordance
with the standards set forth below:
(a)

The effectiveness of a proposed buffer shall be evaluated based on its width, height, density,
the nature of the materials selected, and plans for its maintenance. Use of fences or walls
only as buffers is generally ineffective and should not be allowed except where needed for
site security or where space is extremely limited.

(ba) Whenever practical, existing trees shall be saved and used in buffers or other landscaping
on the site.
(cb) All commercial uses shall provide an effective buffer along arterial streets that includes
street trees in a ten foot (10') wide planting strip, and an effective landscaping or shrubbery
buffer between the sidewalk and parking lots and buildings.
(dc) Where high density residential uses border an arterial street, parking shall be used as part
of a buffer that includes street trees in a ten foot (10') wide planting strip, the sidewalk, and
an effective buffer between sidewalk and the parking area.
(ed) All uses shall provide a buffer along non-arterial streets, including street trees at forty foot
(40’) centers in an eight foot (8') wide planting strip between the sidewalk and parking
lots or buildings. The buffer shall cause the non-arterial streets to appear residential in
character, even when used for access to commercial uses.
(f)

All uses provide an effective buffer for adjoining residential uses along their side or rear
property lines or the alley.
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(g)

All parking lots containing twenty-four (24) or more parking spaces shall have an effective
buffer from the adjoining street, consisting of a berm, landscaping or a combination of
both.

(he) Outdoor storage, loading, and service areas shall be screened from public streets or
adjoining properties. Separate screening is not required where required buffers fulfill this
standard.
(52) Hours of Operation. A commercial use within the PT Zone shall not be open to the public
between the hours of 11:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m.

11-5-2: WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS TOWERS AND ANTENNAS.
(A) Purpose. The purpose of regulations for wireless communications towers and antennas is as follows:
(1)

Protect residential areas and land uses from potential adverse impacts of towers and antennas.

(2)

Encourage the location of towers in non-residential areas.

(3)

Minimize the total number of towers throughout the community.

(4)

Strongly encourage the joint use of new and existing tower sites as a primary location rather than
construction of additional single-use towers.

(5)

Encourage users of towers and antennas to locate them, to the extent possible, in areas where the
adverse impact on the community is minimal.

(6)

Encourage users of towers and antennas to configure them in a way that minimizes the adverse
visual impact of the towers and antennas through careful design, siting, landscape screening, and
innovative camouflaging techniques.

(7)

Enhance the ability of the providers of telecommunications services to provide such services to
the community quickly, effectively, and efficiently.

(8)

Consider the public health and safety of communication towers.

(9)

Avoid potential damage to contiguous properties from tower failure through engineering and
careful siting of tower structures.

(B) Applicability. The provisions of this Section shall apply to the siting, design, and maintenance of all
towers and antennas in the City of Idaho Falls except for the following:
(1)

Amateur radio station operators and receive only antennas under seventy feet (70’) in height; and
owned and operated by a federally-licensed amateur radio station operator or used exclusively
for receive only antennas.

(2)

Towers and antennas existing prior to September 14, 2000, that meet the requirements of State
or Federal Law and comply with adopted City building and electrical codes.

(3)

Radio and TV towers and antennas that are accessory uses for radio and television stations where
permitted in the Zone, unless modified for collocation as specified in this Section.

(C) Local, State or Federal Requirements.
(1)

All towers shall comply with current minimum standards and regulations of the FAA, the FCC,
and any other agency of the state or federal government with the authority to regulate towers and
antennas.
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Higher Education Center
Home Occupation

Hospital

Household

Household Pet
Improvement

Industry, Craftsman

Industry, Heavy

Industry, Light

In-Fill
Information Technology
Laundry and Dry Cleaning
Live-Work Unit

Lodging Facility

The use of a site for institutions of higher learning, post-high school,
including colleges and technical training centers.
An occupation or profession conducted entirely within a dwelling unit or an
accessory building and carried on by persons residing on the premises and
clearly incidental to a residential use.
The use of a site primarily for the maintenance and operation of medical or
surgical care of patients twenty four (24) hours a day. “Hospital” does not
include clinic, convalescent, or boarding /rooming house, residential care
facility or other types of cases necessitating forcible confinement of patients.
One (1) or more individuals occupying a dwelling unit and living as a single
household unit, and pursuant to IC §67-6531 any group residence in which
eight (8) or fewer unrelated persons with disabilities or elderly persons
reside and who are supervised at the group residence in connection with
their disability or age related infirmity.
A dog, cat, fowl, reptile, fish, rodent or similar domestic animal weighing
less than two hundred pounds (200 lbs.) at full maturity.
Any alteration to the land or other physical constructions associated with
building site developments.
The use of the site not exceeding one thousand five hundred square feet (1,500
ft2) for small-scale, craftsman-operated production of materials, assembly of
parts, or the blending of materials including wood, metal, plastics, canvas,
fabrics, computer components, electronics, oils, and resins; the sale of works
produced and instruction. “Craftsman-Industry” includes but is not limited
to; artist studios, jewelry manufacturing, candle-making, furniture and refinishing, machine shops, cabinet makers, sign shops, and frame shops.
A use engaged in the basic processing and manufacturing of materials or
products, predominately from extracted or raw materials or engaged in
storage or manufacturing processes using flammable or explosive materials.
Or storage or manufacturing processes that involve hazardous or commonly
recognized offensive conditions. This also includes the distribution of such
products and parts.
The use of a site for the manufacture, processing, fabrication, assembly,
treatment, publishing, and/or packaging of finished products or parts,
predominantly from previously prepared materials. This also includes the
distribution of such products and parts.
Development designed to occupy vacant land that remains after the majority
of development has occurred in an area.
The use of a site for processing data. The use includes, but is not limited to,
internet and software; recording and broadcasting studios; data processing
centers, internet providers and other information systems.
The use of a site for the pick-up and delivery of dry cleaning and laundry
without the operation of a laundry or dry cleaning on site.
The use of a site for commercial or small scale manufacturing activity and
dwelling unit(s) located within, near or contiguous to the working space.
A building that is designed for or is occupied by guests for a stay of thirty (30)
days or less. Physical features of a lodging facility generally include sleeping
rooms, sanitary facilities, and a registration/lobby area for guests. Hotels,
inns, and motels, as defined by this Zoning Code, are lodging facilities. Bed
and breakfasts, recreation vehicle parks, and short term rentals, as defined by
this Zoning Code, are not lodging facilities.
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Vehicle Repair

The use of a site for the repair, rebuilding or reconditioning of motor vehicles.

Vehicle Sales, Rentals and
Service
Vehicle Washing Facility
Warehouse, Wholesale
Wholesale

The use of a site for the sale or rental of new and used motor vehicles,
manufactured homes, travel trailers, recreation vehicles, and incidental
repairs and servicing. Trucks and/or farm implements are classified as
Equipment Sales, Rental and Service.
A facility used to clean the exterior and/or interior of motor vehicles.
The use of a site for wholesale and distribution of manufactured products,
supplies and equipment, excluding retail sales and storage.
Sale of goods for resale as distinguished from sale of goods to ultimate
consumers.
An open space on the same lot with a building unoccupied or unobstructed
from the ground upward, except as otherwise provided in this Zoning Code.
Front: A yard lying between the front lot line and the nearest foundation line
of the main building and extending across the full width of the lot.

Yard

Rear: A yard lying between the rear lot line and the nearest foundation line
of the main building and extending across the full width of the lot. In the
case of a corner lot where the building fronts on a side street, the rear yard
may be established from the rear of the house to the side property line.
Required: The open space around building as required by the Zoning Code.
Side: An open space between the side of the main building and the side line
of the lot and extending from the front yard to the rear yard.
A specifically delineated area within which uniform development regulations
set out the uses, placement, spacing, and size of land and structures.
Base: The underlying zone.

Zone

Overlay: A Zone which is superimposed over a Base Zone and in which
certain regulations and restrictions apply which supplement or which
modify the regulations and restrictions applying in the underlying Base
Zones.
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IDAHO FALLS PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION
STAFF REPORT
Downtown Form Based Code Amendments
June 19, 2018
Applicant: City
of Idaho Falls
Attachments:
1. Proposed
Amendment
Language

Community
Development
Services

Staff Recommendation: To recommend to the Mayor and City Council
approval of the amendment language to the Downtown Form Based
Code.
Staff Comments: With all new codes there come minor adjustments as
they are applied to real life situations. There are three proposed changes
in the Downtown Form Based Code.
1. Ground Story Transparency currently is measured between 2’ and 8’.
The proposed language changes that to measure from 18” to 12’. The
reason for this change is to recognize recommendations for storefronts
in the Idaho Falls Downtown Design Guidelines: “Storefront windows
and transoms Established Patterns The lower portion of the store front
are composed of elements that make this space read as a strongly
horizontal, mostly transparent band from about 18 inches to about 12
feet in height. Display windows and transoms combined result in about
80% of this space being glass. The majority of the display windows do
remain but most were modernized at some point. Smoked and tinted
glass and smaller windows have replaced the traditional storefronts as
buildings have been remodeled. Downtown Idaho Falls commercial
stock still has a great collection of transom windows. These windows
are directly above the display window, are the same width as the display
window and usually are18 inches to two feet in height.” (pg 26)
2. In the Edge C Subdistrict there was a limited number of Building Types
allowed and we didn’t intend to restrict it as much as we did. Being
sensitive to the adjacent residential neighborhood we restricted the
allowed height of the tow proposed Building Types to be allowed in the
Edge C Subdistrict. In Chapter 5 Buildings the Storefront Building (5.3)
and General Stoop Building (5.4) were added to the Edge C Subdistrict,
but with a reduced height to 3 stories.
3. In Chapter 9 Signs, the reference was changed to specify the
requirements of the CC Zone shall apply to the Downtown District.
Previously, Chapter 9 reference the Sign Code in general but there was
nothing in the Sign Code to regulate the Downtown District.
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Figure 5.2 (4) Single Family Zones Setbacks

dwelling zones, additional setbacks and graduated setback are
required. See Figure 5.2 (4).
(a) Transitions from Single-Unit Dwelling Homes: A twenty foot
(20’) setback is required from the property line adjacent to
a single-unit dwelling detached home. At twenty feet (20’), a
maximum twenty five foot (25’) building height is permitted
in between the property line and thirty feet (30’). After thirty
feet (30’), every two (2’) feet in additional horizontal distance
from the property line permits one foot (1’) of additional
vertical building height

3. Uses
(1) Ground and Upper Story. The uses or category of uses which may
occupy the ground and/or upper story of a building.
(2) Parking Within Building. The area(s) of a building in which parking
is permitted within the structure.
(3) Required Occupiable Space. The area(s) of a building that shall be
designed as occupiable space, defined as interior building space
which may be regularly occupied by building users. It does not
include storage areas, utility space, or parking.

4. Facade Requirements
Street Facade Requirements apply to facades facing a public or private
right-of-way.

(1) Minimum Ground Story and Upper Floor Transparency. The
minimum amount of transparency required on street facades with
street frontage. Refer to Figure 5.2 (5) Measuring Transparency
per Facade.
(a) Transparency. Any glass in windows and/or doors, including
any mullions, with seventy five to ninety percent (75%-90%)
light transmission, and with low reflectance.
(b) Measuring Transparency. A general Minimum Transparency
requirement shall be measured from floor to floor of each
story.
(c) Ground Story Transparency. The minimum transparency
required on the ground floor of a building when defined
separately from the overall minimum transparency. Ground
floor transparency shall be measured between two feet (2’)
eighteen inches (18”) and eight twelve feet (812’) from the
average grade at the base of the front facade.
(2) Blank Wall Limitations. A restriction of the amount of windowless
area permitted on a facade with street frontage. If required, the
following shall both be met for each story:
(a) No rectangular area greater than thirty percent (30%) of
a story’s facade, as measured from floor to floor, may be
windowless; and
(b) No horizontal segment of a story’s facade greater than
fifteen feet (15’) in width may be windowless.
(3) Entrance Type. The Entrance Type(s) permitted for the entrance(s)
of a given Building Type. A mix of permitted Entrance Types may
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be utilized. Refer to Section 5.9 Entrance Types of this Chapter for
definition of and additional requirements for each Entrance Type.
(4) Principal Entrance Location. The facade on which the primary
building entrance is to be located.
(5) Required Number of Street Entrances. The minimum number of
and maximum spacing between entrances on the ground floor
building facade with street frontage.
(6) Vertical Facade Divisions. The use of a vertically oriented
expression line or form to divide the facade into increments no
greater than the dimension shown, as measured along the base
of the facade. Elements may include a column, pilaster, or other
continuous vertical ornamentation a minimum of one and a half
inch depth.
(7) Horizontal Facade Divisions. The use of a horizontally oriented
expression line or form to divide portions of the facade into
horizontal divisions. Elements may include a cornice, belt
course, molding, string courses, or other continuous horizontal
ornamentation a minimum of one and a half inch (1.5”) depth.

Blank Wall
Limitations

Area of
Each Story

Each Window
Opening

One
Story

(8) Parking structures. Parking structures visible from street
frontages shall be held to the same standards of facade
appearance as other Building Types in that Subdistrict.

5. Roof Type
(1) Permitted Roof Type. The roof type(s) permitted for each
Building Type. Refer to Section 5.10 Roof Types for more specific
requirements.
(2) Tower. A vertical building extension that may be permitted in
conjunction with another roof type on certain Building Types.
Refer to Section 5.10 Roof Types.

6. Loading
(1) Screening. Loading areas, trash storage, and mechanical
equipment and meters shall be enclosed within structures and
hidden from view of the public realm. See Figure 5.2 (7).

Measure percent
of Ground Story
Storefront
Transparency
between
twoeighteen
inches and
eighttwelve
feet from the
Measuring Ground Floor Transparency on a Storefront Base
Figure 5.2 (6) Measuring Transparency.

Measuring Transparency on Each Story
Figure 5.2 (5) Measuring Transparency

Figure 5.2 (7) Screened loading area
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5.0 Buildings
Permitted Subdistricts

5.3 Storefront
Building

Core A

The key facade element of
this Building Type requires a
ground floor front facade, with
large amounts of glass and
regularly spaced entrances. This
Building Type is encouraged near
intersections.

1 Building Siting*

Regulations for the Storefront
Building Type are defined in the
adjacent table.

Lots wider than 140 feet are permitted one
double-loaded aisle of parking (maximum
width of 72 feet), located perpendicular to the
front property line, which is exempt from front
property line coverage.
Above the second story, the upper stories
of any building facade with street frontage
shall have a step back from the lower stories
that is a minimum of six feet.

not
permitted

permitted

permitted

not
permitted

permitted

Front Property Line Coverage

90%

90%

70%

80%

70%

75%

Occupation of Corner

required

required

permitted

permitted

permitted

permitted

b
c

Front Build-to Zone

0’ to 5’ 4

0’ to 5’ 4

0’ to 10’ 4

0’ to 5’ 4

0’ to 15’ 4

0’ to 5’

Corner Build-to Zone

0’ to 5’

0’ to 5’

0’ to 10’

0’ to 5’

0’ to 15’

0’ to 5’

d
e

Minimum Side Yard Setback

0’

0’

0’

0’

0’

0’

Minimum Rear Yard Setback

5’

5’

10’

5’

5’

5’

Minimum Lot Width
Maximum Lot Width

none
none

none
none

none
none

none
none

none
none

none
none

Maximum Impervious Coverage
Additional Semi-Pervious Coverage

90%
10%

90%
10%

75%
25%

90%
10%

75%
20%

75%
20%

g

Parking and Loading Location

rear yard

rear yard

rear and
side yard1

rear and
side yard1

rear and
side yard1

rear and
side yard1

h

Vehicular Access

a

f

3 Uses

1

1

alley, lane, access lane: if none exists, 1 driveway is permitted per non-primary
street, or as approved by the Zoning Administrator or designee

2 story

2 story

6 stories

4 stories

2 story

14’
20’ 3

14’
18’ 3

14’
28’ 3

14’
20’ 3

14’
28’ 3

14’
20’ 3

9’
14’

9’
14’

9’
14’

9’
14’

9’
14’

9’
14’

2

5 stories

2 story
2

5 stories

2 story
2

5 stories

2 story
2

3 stories

Ground Story

n

Upper Story

o

Parking within Building

p

Required Occupiable Space

retail, service, office
residential,
office,
service

any permitted use

any permitted use

permitted fully in any basement and in rear of all stories
30’ deep on all full stories from the front facade
Refer to Figure 5.3(3)

Minimum Ground Story Transparency:
Transparency requirements apply to
street frontages AND frontages to
side parking

75%

75%

65% front
and cornerside

75%

65% front
and cornerside

75%

r

Minimum Transparency
per each Story

30%

25%

15%

30%

20%

30%

s

Blank Wall Limitations

q

t

If 18 feet or more in height, ground story
shall count as two stories towards maximum
building height.

2

Refer to Figure 5.3(2). Refer to Chapter 4 Uses for permitted uses.

m

3

required per story, refer to Section 5.2.4 (2)

Front Facade Entrance Type

storefront, arcade

Principal Entrance Location

front or corner facade

Required Number of Street Entrances

1 per each
75’ of front
facade

1 per each
75’ of front
facade

1 per each
1 per each
100’ of front 75’ of front
facade
facade

1 per each
75’ of front
facade

1 per each
75’ of front
facade

Vertical Facade Divisions

every 30’
of facade
width

every 25’
of facade
width

every 50’
of facade
width

every 25’
of facade
width

every 25’
of facade
width

every 25’
of facade
width

required within 3’ of the top of the ground story

Horizontal Facade Divisions
Additional setback distance is permitted
at the discretion of the zoning administrator
and his or her designee if utilized as public
space, outdoor dining, and/or outdoor
seating.

Edge C

not
permitted

1

2

Edge B

Multiple Principal Buildings

4 Street Facade Requirements
Notes

Edge A

Refer to Figure 5.3(1)

This Building Type is available in
2 Height Refer to Figure 5.3(2)
a variety of intensities, depending
i Minimum Overall Height
on the Subdistrict within which it is
j Maximum Overall Height
located. For example, minimum and
Ground Story: Minimum Height
k
maximum heights are highest in
Maximum Height
the Core A Subdistrict and lowest in
Upper Stories: Minimum Height
l
the Edge A Subdistrict.
Maximum Height

2. Regulations

General A

Storefront Building Type Table

1. Description and
Intent
The Storefront Building is intended
for use as a mixed use building
located close to the front property
line with parking typically in the
rear or side of the lot.

Historic
Center

4

* Subject to review for compliance with line
of sight requirements.

5 Roof Type Requirements
u

Permitted Roof Types

Tower

Refer to Figure 5.3(3)

parapet,
parapet,
flat, pitched flat

parapet,
parapet,
parapet,
parapet,
flat, pitched flat, pitched flat, pitched flat, pitched

permitted, excluded from maximum story
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not
permitted

c

c

Alley
Rear Property Line

h

Alley
Rear Property Line

h

h

e

e
g

Building Footprint

d
Side Property Line

Corner Side Property Line

g

Secondary Street

Side Property Line

Secondary Street

Corner Side Property Line

d

Building Footprint

b
Front Property Line

b

Primary Street

Front Property Line

a

Primary Street

a
Typical Site Plan

f

f

Site Plan with Side Yard Parking

Figure 5.3 (1) Storefront Building: Building Siting.
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Figure 5.3 (2) Storefront Building: Height and Use Requirements
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Figure 5.3 (3) Storefront Building: Street Facade Requirements

5.0 Buildings
Permitted Subdistricts
Core A

5.4 General Stoop Building

Ground floor residential units should engage the
street with pedestrian-welcoming frontages and direct
access to the sidewalk. Ground floor residential units
should relate to the street environment, but maintain
a sense of ownership and a delineation of the
transition from public to private. A step up or a step
down is recommended.

1 Building Siting*

Refer to Figure 5.4 (1)

not
permitted

not
permitted

permitted

permitted

Front Property Line Coverage

90%

75%

80%

75%

Occupation of Corner

required

required

permitted

permitted

b
c

Front Build-to Zone

0’ to 5’

0’ to 10’

0’ to 5’

0’ to 5’

Corner Build-to Zone

0’ to 5’

0’ to 10’

0’ to 5’

0’ to 5’

d
e

Minimum Side Yard Setback

0’

5’

0’

0’

Minimum Rear Yard Setback

5’

5’

5’

5’

Minimum Lot Width
Maximum Lot Width

none
none

none
none

none
none

none
none

Maximum Impervious Coverage
Additional Semi-Pervious Coverage

90%
10%

80%
20%

90%
10%

75%
20%

g

Parking and Loading Location

rear yard

rear yard

rear and
side yard2

rear and
side yard1

h

Vehicular Access

alley, lane, access lane (if none exists, 1 driveway is
permitted per non-primary street, or as approved by the
Zoning Administrator or desiginee)

a

f

2 Height

Refer to Figure 5.4 (2)

2 story

j

Maximum Overall Height

6 stories

k

Ground Story: Minimum Height
Maximum Height

14’
28’

14’
20’

14’
20’

14’
20’ 3

l

Upper Stories: Minimum Height
Maximum Height

9’
14’

9’
14’

9’
14’

9’
14’

3 Uses

2 story
3

6 stories

2 story
3

6 stories

2 story
3

3 stories

2

Refer to Figure 5.4 (2). Refer to Chapter 4 Uses for permitted uses.

any
permitted
use

any
permitted
use

retail,office, retail,office,
residential,
residential,
service
service

m

Ground Story

n

Upper Story

o

Parking within Building

permitted fully in any basement and in rear of all stories

p

Required Occupiable Space

30’ deep on all full stories from the front
facade

any
permitted
use

any
permitted
use

residential

residential

Refer to Figure 5.4 (3)

Minimum Ground Story Transparency
Transparency requirements apply to
street frontages AND frontages to side
and rear parking

75%

65% front
and cornerside

75%

75%

r

Minimum Transparency
per each Story

30%

25%

30%

30%

s

Blank Wall Limitations

A courtyard covering up to 35% of the front facade is permitted and
may contribute to the Front Lot Line Coverage requirement.

1

Lots wider than 140 feet are permitted one double-loaded aisle of
parking (maximum width of 72 feet), located perpendicular to the front
property line, which is exempt from front property line coverage.

1

Minimum Overall Height

q

2

1

i

4 Street Facade Requirements

Notes

Edge C

Multiple Principal Buildings

2. Regulations
Regulations for the General Stoop Building Type are
defined in the adjacent table.

Edge A

General Stoop Building Type Table

1 Description and Intent
The General Stoop Building Type permits a range
of building facades and can accommodate mixed
uses or can be used strictly for residential. Similar
to a “Main Street” type building, the General Stoop
Building Type is intended to be built close to the front
and corner property lines allowing easy access to
passing pedestrians and transit riders. Parking may
be provided in the rear of the lot, internally in the
building, or, in some cases, one double loaded aisle
of parking is permitted in the interior or the side yard
at the front property line. The minimum and maximum
heights of this Building Type depend on the Subdistrict
within which it is located.

General A

t

Front Facade Entrance Type

stoop,
porch,
storefront

stoop, porch

stoop, porch

Principal Entrance Location

front facade

front facade

front or
corner
facade

front or
corner
facade

Required Number of Street Entrances

Upper stories above the second story on any building facade with
street frontage shall have a step back from the lower stories that is a
minimum of six feet.

required per story, refer to Section 5.2.4 (2)
stoop,
porch,
storefront

1 per each 75’ of front facade, 1 per residential ground
story unit

3

every 30’ of facade width

Vertical Facade Divisions

Horizontal Facade Divisions

required within 3’ of the top of the ground story

* Subject to review for compliance with line of sight requirements.

5 Roof Type Requirements

Refer to Figure 5.4 (3)

u

Permitted Roof Types

parapet,flat

v

Tower

permitted, excluded from maximum story
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parapet, pitched
not
permitted

c

c

Alley

Alley

Rear Property Line

Rear Property Line

h

e

e

h

d

Building Footprint

Side Property Line

Corner Side Property Line

Side Property Line

g

Secondary Street

Secondary Street

Corner Side Property Line

d

g

Building Footprint

b

Front Property Line

b

Primary Street

Front Property Line

a

a

Primary Street

f
Typical Site Plan

f

Site Plan with Side Yard Parking

Figure 5.4 (1) General Stoop Building: Building Siting
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Figure 5.4 (2) General Stoop Building: Height and Use Requirements
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Figure 5.4 (3) General Stoop Building: Street Facade Requirements
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9.0 Sign Types

CHAPTER 9: SIGN TYPES
105

9.0 Signs
9.1 General Requirements.
1. Refer to the City Sign Code for Regulations
All signs located in the Downtown District
boundaries shall adhere to the requirements of
the CC Zone in the City Sign Code.
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IDAHO FALLS PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION
STAFF REPORT
Annexation and Initial Zoning of R1
M&B: Approximately 10.623 Acres SE1/4 Section 1, T 2N, R 37E
June 19, 2018
Applicant: Eagle Rock

Engineering
Location: Generally south of
Independence Dr., west of N
5th W, north of W 33rd N and
east of the Snake River.
Size:

Approx. 10.623 acres

Existing Zoning:
Site: County A-1
North: R1
South: County A-1
East: R1 proposed
West: County A-1
Proposed Zoning:
R1
Existing Land Uses:
Site: Agricultural
North: Residential,
Agricultural
South: Agricultural
East: Agricultural
West: Agricultural

Community
Development
Services

Requested Action: To recommend to the Mayor and City
Council approval of the annexation and initial zoning of R1.
Staff Comments: This property is located southwest of the
Heritage Hills development and is propsesd to be included in a
next phase of development. The property is currently being
used as agriculture land. This area was included in a revised
preliminary plat of Heritage Hills that was approved in 2015.
Surrounding land uses include residential development
immediately north and agricultural land to the south.
Annexation: This is a Category “A” annexation, requested by
the property owner. The property is contiguous along the
north and east parcel lines. Annexation of the property is
consistent with the city’s comprehensive plan as services are
readily available in this area and this is an extension of an
existing subdivision.
Zoning: The proposed initial zoning is R1. The City’s
Comprehensive Plan designates this area as Higher Education
Centers and Low Density residential. The R1 zone is
consistent with current zoning and land development to the
north as well as the preliminary plat.
Staff Recommendation: Staff recommends approval of the
annexation and initial zoning of R1.

Future Land Use Map:
Higher Education Centers,
Low Density Residential
Attachments:
1. Maps
2. Aerial photos
3. Comp Plan
4. Prelim Plat

Page 1 of 2

Comprehensive Plan Policies:
Residential development should reflect the economic and social diversity of Idaho Falls.
New and existing developments should foster inclusiveness and connectivity through mixed housing
types and sizes and neighborhood connections through paths, parks, open spaces, and streets. Page
40.
Low density residential is development at densities of seven dwelling units or less per net acre.
Most of the lands within the future land use map are designated low density residential. This reflects
the existing pattern of development of Idaho Falls. Until the market dictates such lands are to be
developed and annexed to the City, the goal is the land will be used for agricultural purposes, its
historic land use. (p. 66)

Encourage development in areas served by public utilities or where extensions of facilities
are least costly. (p. 67)
Zoning:
R1 Single Dwelling Residential Zone. This zone provides a residential zone which is
representative of a less automobile-oriented, more walkable development pattern, characterized
by somewhat smaller lot widths; and a somewhat denser residential environment than is
characteristic of the RP Residential Park Zone. The principal uses in the R1 Residential Zone
shall be single detached and attached dwelling units. This zone is also generally located near
limited commercial services that provide daily household needs.
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IDAHO FALLS PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION
STAFF REPORT
Annexation and Initial Zoning of R1
M&B: Approximately 10.623 Acres SE1/4 Section 1, T 2N, R 37E
June 19, 2018
Applicant: Eagle Rock

Engineering
Location: Generally south of
Independence Dr., west of N
5th W, north of W 33rd N and
east of the Snake River.
Size:

Approx. 10.623 acres

Existing Zoning:
Site: County A-1
North: R1
South: County A-1
East: R1 proposed
West: County A-1
Proposed Zoning:
R1
Existing Land Uses:
Site: Agricultural
North: Residential,
Agricultural
South: Agricultural
East: Agricultural
West: Agricultural

Community
Development
Services

Requested Action: To recommend to the Mayor and City
Council approval of the annexation and initial zoning of R1.
Staff Comments: This property is located southwest of the
Heritage Hills development and is propsesd to be included in a
next phase of development. The property is currently being
used as agriculture land. This area was included in a revised
preliminary plat of Heritage Hills that was approved in 2015.
Surrounding land uses include residential development
immediately north and agricultural land to the south.
Annexation: This is a Category “A” annexation, requested by
the property owner. The property is contiguous along the
north and east parcel lines. Annexation of the property is
consistent with the city’s comprehensive plan as services are
readily available in this area and this is an extension of an
existing subdivision.
Zoning: The proposed initial zoning is R1. The City’s
Comprehensive Plan designates this area as Higher Education
Centers and Low Density residential. The R1 zone is
consistent with current zoning and land development to the
north as well as the preliminary plat.
Staff Recommendation: Staff recommends approval of the
annexation and initial zoning of R1.

Future Land Use Map:
Higher Education Centers,
Low Density Residential
Attachments:
1. Maps
2. Aerial photos
3. Comp Plan
4. Prelim Plat
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Comprehensive Plan Policies:
Residential development should reflect the economic and social diversity of Idaho Falls.
New and existing developments should foster inclusiveness and connectivity through mixed housing
types and sizes and neighborhood connections through paths, parks, open spaces, and streets. Page
40.
Low density residential is development at densities of seven dwelling units or less per net acre.
Most of the lands within the future land use map are designated low density residential. This reflects
the existing pattern of development of Idaho Falls. Until the market dictates such lands are to be
developed and annexed to the City, the goal is the land will be used for agricultural purposes, its
historic land use. (p. 66)

Encourage development in areas served by public utilities or where extensions of facilities
are least costly. (p. 67)
Zoning:
R1 Single Dwelling Residential Zone. This zone provides a residential zone which is
representative of a less automobile-oriented, more walkable development pattern, characterized
by somewhat smaller lot widths; and a somewhat denser residential environment than is
characteristic of the RP Residential Park Zone. The principal uses in the R1 Residential Zone
shall be single detached and attached dwelling units. This zone is also generally located near
limited commercial services that provide daily household needs.
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IDAHO FALLS PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION
STAFF REPORT
Annexation and Initial Zoning of HC
M&B: Approximately 23.586 Acres SE1/4 Section 9, T 2N, R 38E
June 19, 2018
Applicant: Ellsworth &

Associates, PLLC
Location: Generally south of
N Yellowstone Hwy., west of
N 25th E, north of Lincoln
Rd., and east of N Woodruff
Ave.
Size:

Approx. 23.586 acres

Existing Zoning:
Site: County C-2
North: County C-2
South: County C-2, R-1
East: County I&M-1
West: RMH proposed
Proposed Zoning:
HC
Existing Land Uses:
Site: Agricultural
North: Commercial
South: Commercial
East: Agricultural
West: Residential/
Commercial
Future Land Use Map:
Commercial, proposed
Attachments:
1. Maps
2. Aerial photos
3. Comp Plan

Community
Development
Services

Requested Action: To recommend to the Mayor and City
Council approval of the annexation and initial zoning of HC.
Staff Comments: This application includes two parcels with
a total of 23.586 acres. These properties are located north of
Lincoln Road and west of 25th East. The property at the
corner of Lincoln Rd. and 25th East had been used as
agriculture land. The other property to the west along Lincoln
Road has been used for commercial outside storage.
Annexation: This is a Category “A” annexation, requested by
the property owner. The properties will be contiguous to the
west and across Lincoln Road if the city initiated annexation is
approved. Without the annexation of the parcels along
Lincoln Road this area would not be eligible for annexation
although it is within the area of impact and utility services area
immediately available in Lincoln Road. This area has seen
slow growth because of the difficulty for properties to become
contiguous and be eligible for annexation. Annexation of the
property is consistent with the city’s comprehensive plan.
Zoning: The proposed initial zoning is HC. The city’s
comprehensive plan is proposed to be amended in this area to
commercial. This area was part of the joint Planning
Commission’s discussions during the area of impact and was
determined to be changed to match the county’s commercial
designation. The property is at the intersection of two
principal arterials and is zoned C-2 in the county. The HC
zone is consistent with current zoning and land development
in this area.
Staff Recommendation: Staff recommends approval of the
annexation and initial zoning of HC.
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Comprehensive Plan Policies:
Plan for different commercial functions within the City of Idaho Falls. Private developers
recognize there are different types of commercial development serving different customers. In our
planning, we need to understand these different functions and require different site standards. (p. 46).

Regional commercial centers, as other major traffic generators, should be located
approximately at or within one-half mile from major state thoroughfares and be served by
existing arterial streets. Convenient access and visual exposure are important to the success of
regional commercial centers. Utilizing existing state highways and arterial streets with excess
capacity will reduce future public costs. (p. 47)
Encourage a number of locations in the City for industry and large employers. There
should be a number of modestly sized sites to offer employers a greater choice of locations and
convenience to employees. (p. 52)
Assure there are sufficiently large vacant areas within and adjacent to the City to
accommodate new industry. (p. 53)
Encourage development in areas served by public utilities or where extensions of facilities
are least costly. (p. 67)
Zoning:
HC Highway and General Commercial Zone. This zone provides a commercial zone for retail
and service uses serving the traveling public. Characteristics of the Zone are buildings set back
from the right-of-way line to promote safety on the highway and maintain maximum use of
highway right-of-way for travel purposes, and a wide variety of architectural forms and shapes.
This Zone should be located at specific locations along highways leading into the City
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